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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to determine the extent to which
Debussy was influenced by the Symbolist poets.

In order to accomplish

this objective, biographical details have been incorporated with the
findings that Debussy entered the literary milieu early in his life
and became directly involved with the new developments taking place
in literature.

The Symbolist aesthetic is explained first in terms

of the unifying characteristics tying the movement together and then
in terms of the specific techniques used by the poets to realize their
ideals.

A similar approach is used to analyze Debussy’s aesthetic;

there is a discussion of his theories concerning music whereupon we
see specific compositional devices reflecting his ideas.

Parallels

and comparisons are drawn showing the affinities between Debussy's
aesthetic and that of the Symbolist poets.

Following this is a more

detailed analysis of six of Debussy's piano pieces:

"La Danse de Puck,"

"Les Collines d'Anacapri," "La Cathedrale engloutie," "Jardins sous la
pluie," "Reflets dans l'eau," and "Des pas sur la neige."

These works

further illustrate the manifestation of Symbolist characteristics in
Debussy's music.
Because he contributed new ideas and initiated novel compositional
techniques, Debussy holds a unique place in music history.

However,

Debussy's contributions to music, if they are to be fully understood,
must be; looked at in light of the changes taking place in the artistic
viii

world at the time, particularly in the literary realm.

It is clear

that the Symbolist movement had a definite influence on the crystal
lization of Debussy's aesthetic, for Symbolist ideals are strongly
evident in his music.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The late nineteenth-century French musician, Claude Debussy,
arrived at a time when new developments were taking place in poetry
and painting, and Debussy contributed to these new ideas in the realm
of music.

His music, therefore, reflects the atmosphere and aspirations

of a changing world.

The time in which Debussy found himself was one

of intense activity.

Ideological and artistic movements were taking

place in France during the latter part of the nineteenth century as a
reaction against traditional concepts and against theories instigated
by science and its methodology.

For the bourgeois society of the nine

teenth century, the denial of traditional concepts was a revolution.
After all, for the last eighty years the nineteenth century had pro
claimed the omnipotence of scientific observation and deduction.

Aes

thetically, the positivists aimed broadly at applying to art the method
ology of science.

Romanticism embodied all that was traditional; its

academic formulae and techniques were espoused on an international basis.
The denial of such firmly held beliefs, therefore, created much opposi
tion as each creator in his own sphere— Marx, Monet, Mallarme, Debussy
and soon Freud— offered a new and different way to view the world.
As we examine the fin de siecle climate of France, it is essential
to bear in mind that the purpose of this work is not in any way an attempt
to categorize Debussy.

Debussy himself had no desire to be labeled as
1
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belonging to this movement or that group.

Impersonating as Monsieur

Croche, he emphasizes his belief that a musician must hold himself
detached from every school, every clique, must "remain individual . . .
without blemish. . . .

To my mind, the enthusiasm of a circle spoils an

artist, for I dread his becoming eventually the mere expression of his
circle" (Valias 1929/1967, p. 18).

Debussy had no desire to copy what

had gone on before him in music, nor to be imitated.
school of Debussy!" he said.
p. 20).

"I have no disciples!

"There is no
I am I!" (Valias,

And truly Debussy does stand out as holding a unique place in

music history.
The numerous attempts to classify Debussy are many times negli
gent of the fact that Debussy came into contact either directly or indi
rectly with many people and their ideas.
what was going on around him.

Debussy was keenly aware of

By means of his assiduous reading and his

contact with other artists, Debussy was able to keep abreast of contem
poraneous movements in the arts.

The "fusion of the arts" concept,

which was strongly prevalent in the nineteenth century, made for the
direct association and collaboration of musicians with writers and
painters.

Hence, in the case of Debussy, there resulted a musical out

put influenced by both literature and the visual arts.

In Debussy's

music the contributions of literature and art were not only inspira
tional but also concerned with aesthetic and structural principles.
Debussy was aware of what was going on in other countries as well
as France.

One British painter to whom Debussy was drawn was Turner

(1775-1851), the Godfather, so to speak, of Impressionism.

His paint

ings have the quality of a dream with their crazy perspectives, double
focuses and melting of one form into another.
the Images for orchestra, wrote to Durand:

Debussy, when working on

I am trying to achieve something different, let us call it real
ity— what certain foolish people call "Impressionism," a term
used as incorrectly as possible particularly by art critics who
do not hesitate to apply it to Turner, the greatest creator of
mystery in art (Lockspeiser 1963, p. 3801).
The Impressionist movement per se actually originated in France.

In

1867 a painting entitled Impression: Sun Rising by Claude Monet was
rejected by the academic salons.

Between 1874 and 1886 Monet and his

comrades more or less organized after having agreed that their aims
and methods of expression were very similar.

In 1874 the painting was

again exhibited along with several paintings by Monet's friends; the
title of Monet's painting inspired an art critic to indiscriminately
refer to this group of exhibiting artists as "Impressionists."

The term

"Impressionism" henceforth came to describe the artistic movement repre
sented by this group of French painters— Monet, Renoir, Pissarro and
Degas, to name a few.
When the term "Impressionism" was first used by the art critic,
Louis Leroy, in the French journal Charivari, April 25, 1874, it carried
with it a tone of derision.

The academic salons were naturally wary

of what to them seemed to be a dangerous trend in the development of
art, for the Impressionist artist was desirous of abandoning everything
in the Romantic tradition that had hardened into academic formula.

The

evaluation of light and color, and hence the blurred outlines, of Impres
sionist painting met with stern opposition from the traditionally-minded
artists of the time who were accustomed to realistically descriptive
detail in painting.

The Impressionist view of reality differed from

that of the Romantics in that it presented the world in a continual
state of flux.

Since the Romantic view was one of face-to-face confronta

tion between an "immutable" reality and an "objective" eye, the Romantic

artist sought to capture the exact representation of things.

The Impres

sionist painters, on the other hand, moved out of their studios into
the open air so that they could study the effects of light in nature
and thereby capture a momentary impression of an ever-changing reality.
By 1880 there were some noticeable changes taking place in paint
ing.

Those painters who emerged in the 1880s and who were Debussy's

contemporaries (Gauguin, Van Gogh, Moreau, Redon) continued to make use
of the light and color techniques of the earlier Impressionists.

Their

aesthetic aims, however, were geared more in an idealist direction as
oppose:d to the realism of Monet (the reality of a certain moment in time
as it appeared to the artist).

Because these later artists did not fall

into the "tight” Impressionist category, certain art historians distinguish
subsequent movements known as Neo-Impressionism and Art Nouveau.

On the

other hand, other art historians recognize these further categorizations
as arbitrary.

For the purposes of this paper it is sufficient to bear

in mind that changes in the aesthetic aims arose during the 1880s and
that these changes become important as we see how they correspond with
contemporaneous literary and musical ideals.
When the term "Impressionism" was applied to the music of Debussy
in 1887, it still carried with it the same sense of disdain as when it
had been applied to the Impressionist painters in 1874.

The epithet was

applied to Debussy's Printemps in the report of the Secretary of the
Academie des Beaux-Arts:
He clearly has a strong feeling for colour in music which when
exaggerated, causes him to forget the importance of clarity in
design and form. It is very much to be hoped that he will be
on his guard against the vague "Impressionism" which is one of
the most dangerous enemies of truth in any work of art (Jarocinski
1966/1976, p. 11).
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Before long the idea of a correlation between Impressionist painting
and Debussy's music came to be adopted by the public of that day, and
it has remained with us up to the present.
There is not a complete concurrence as to the extent that Debussy
was influenced by and involved with the Impressionist painters.

Much

of a writer's opinion on this issue depends on the framework of Impres
sionism within which he is working, i.e., whether the writer is restrict
ing the Impressionist movement to the twelve year period (1874-1886) or
viewing it more broadly and including all of the late nineteenth-century
painters who shared similar techniques.

Stefan Jarocinski, working

within a narrow framework of "pure" Impressionism, finds no support for
the theory that Debussy "had any connection with Impressionism" (Jarocin
ski 1966/1976, p. 92).

Other writers such as Rollo Myers recognize

the employment of Impressionist techniques in Debussy's music:
Blurred outlines were soon found to be just as feasible in music
as in painting, and the scintillating effects of sunlight found
their counterpart in shimmering harmonies and the skilfully
blended vibrations of the harmonic "upper partials." Just as
the painters "decomposed" a ray of light, so did the musicians
split up the "fundamental" of a chord into its component parts;
and to this extent it would perhaps be true to say that Debussy
was the first composer to employ the Impresssionist technique
(Myers 1971, p. 63).
Edward Lockspeiser has this to say about Debussy's Nocturnes:
For if L'Apres-midi is the blossom of Mallarme's poem, the
orchestral triptych Nocturnes is a collateral illustration
of the aesthetic of the Impressionist painters (Lockspeiser
1936/1972, p. 188).
With all that the term "Impressionism" can imply about Debussy,
it is clear that the term "Symbolism" can be applied as well.

Debussy's

associations with the writers of his day is well known, and the influences
he received from the Symbolist writers is undeniable.

As a matter of
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fact, it is unanimously acknowledged that most of Debussy's sources
of inspiration came from artists who belonged to the Symbolist move
ment.

It would be inaccurate to think that Debussy was influenced

only by the major French Symbolist poets.

There were many peripheral

and transitional literary personalities who left a strong impact on
him.

Debussy, for example, was familiar with the Parnassian writers—

Banville, Bourget, etc.— and set many of their texts to music.

He was

also influenced by Jules

More

Laforgue, Flaubert and Robert Godet.

over, there were foreign literary personalities to which Debussy was
attracted— the Anglo-Saxon writer, Swinburne, as well as the American
writer, Edgar Allan Poe.
This paper will be mainly concerned with that revolutionary
movement in literature, known as the Symbolist movement, which was most
intense between the years 1885 and 1895.

The texts of the Symbolist

poets were those utilized most by Debussy; the ideals promoted by the
Symbolist poets contributed most to the crystallization of Debussy's
aesthetic.

The intent of this paper, then, will be (1) to point out

Debussy's association with the Symbolist poets; (2) to explain what is
meant by the term "Symbolism" as it relates to the literary Parisian
movement; and (3) to show the extent to which the Symbolist methodology
and aesthetic is seen in Debussy's music as part of his own musical
ideals.

CHAPTER II

DEBUSSY’S CONTACT WITH THE SYMBOLIST POETS

Born in 1862, Achille-Claude Debussy was the oldest of five
children.

The picture we get of Debussy's family situation is one of

uncertainty and poverty.

Debussy's father, Manuel Debussy, had no

clearly-defined profession, and so Debussy's parents were constantly
moving within the city of Paris.
five children.

Debussy's mother reared none of her

Clementine Debussy, Manuel’s sister, is credited for

the upbringing and welfare of Madame Debussy's children.

As a result

of all this, Debussy's life at this time was filled with insecurities.
In addition, the child had no regular education; he went to no school.
The credit for awakening Debussy's musical gifts must also go to Clemen
tine Debussy, for she saw to it that Debussy took piano lessons from a
local Italian teacher.
The circumstances that led to the choice of a musical career for
Debussy have to do with Manuel Debussy and his adventures during the
stormy months of the Commune.
July 15, 1870.

The Franco-Prussian War broke out on

By May 3, 1871, Manuel had joined the revolutionary

troops as captain in command of the second company of the 13th Federal
Battalion.

When on May 8, 1871, Captain Debussy led the attack on the

fort of Issy, his men deserted him, and he gave himself up to the staffofficer at Issy.
to prison.

After the Commune was taken, Captain Debussy was sent

It was during his imprisonment that Manuel met Charles de
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Sivry, son of Antoinette-Flore Maute and half-brother of Mathilde
Maute, wife of Verlaine.

Madame Maute, herself a distinguished pianist,

after hearing of the young Debussy and then hearing him play, offered
to give him piano lessons.

So it was through this improbable chain of

events that Debussy came to be taught by Madame Maute, the mother-inlaw of Verlaine.

She insisted that Debussy become a musician.

The

result of the instruction and personal attention he received from
Madame Maute was his entrance to the Paris Conservatoire and the open
ing of a musical career.
Debussy was ten years old when he entered the Paris Conservatoire
as a piano student; he remained there almost twelve years (1872-1884).
During the course of his study at the Conservatoire, Debussy received
many academic awards.

In July 1874 he won a second certificate of merit

with his performance of the Second Piano Concerto of Chopin; one year
later he won a first certificate with the Second Ballade of Chopin; and
in 1877 the second prize in piano was awarded to him.

The relationship,

however, between Debussy and Marmontel, his piano teacher, was often
tense due to the fact that the baldheaded little man was conservative
in outlook and enforced a strict technical training upon his students.
While Debussy studied piano he also attended classes in theory
taught by Albert Lavignac.

Debussy's studies with Lavignac proved to

be fruitful in many respects, for the relationship between master and
student was an amicable one and Lavignac's openmindedness allowed Debussy
to express ideas of his own.

Important foundations in Debussy's musical

development were laid in Lavignac's class (1873-1876) and the list of
academic awards in theory bear this up:

1874, third medal in solfege;

1875, second medal in solfege, 1876, first medal in solflge.
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It was evident from the first that Debussy was going to be no
ordinary pupil because, for one thing, he did not adhere to the aca
demic formulas being taught at the Conservatoire.

His revolutionary

ideas were felt most strongly in his harmony and composition classes.
In accounts made by Maurice Emmanuel, a fellow student of Debussy,
the harmony teacher is presented as being extremely insensitive to
any musical gifts that his pupils may have had.

In fact, it was not

a surprising occurrence for a student found improvising after class
to suddenly have the piano lid slammed down on his fingers with master
Durand's admonition:

"You'd do better to work on your progressions."

Despite numerous admonitions, Debussy later confessed that he was never
able to harmonize a melody in the accepted manner.
When in 1880 he enrolled in Ernest Guirand's composition class,
Debussy soon found Guirand to be a warmhearted musician and an eager
listener to the novel theories with which he was beginning to wrestle.
The discrepant attitude of Debussy naturally raised concern, for his
novel ideas seemed to be attacking all the accepted academic rules.
Debussy startled even his fellow pupils by introducing in his improvisa
tions all kinds of unheard-of chords and sequences.

Edward Lockspeiser

tells of an encounter between Debussy and the registrar, who was investi
gating Debussy's reputation as a "troublesome propagandist":
This austere gentleman, Emile Rety, wondered how Guirand
could have any esteem for such a pupil. To Claude, caught
in the very act of abusing the harmony treatise, he said
one day: "So you imagine that dissonant chords do not have
to be resolved? What rule do you follow?" "Mon plaisir'."
Debussy replied...And Rety turned away, pale with indigna
tion (Lockspeiser 1936 / 1972, p. 18).
Debussy's career at the Conservatoire would not be complete
without mention of his summer vacations of the years 1880, 1881 and 1882
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when he was engaged by Nadezhda von Meek, the patroness of Tchaikovsky,
to act as accompanist and tutor to her children.

His experience with

the von Meek family included visits to Russia as well as other parts
of Europe.

On August 28, 1882, Madame von Meek wrote to Tchaikovsky

of her fondness for her protege:

"Yesterday my favourite Achille

Debussy arrived to my great joy.

Now I shall have plenty of music;

and he enlivens the whole house."

Earlier she had even tried to secure

Tchaikovsky's approval for two early compositions of Debussy— the
Danse bohemienne of piano and a Trio which has remained unpublished.
The Danse bohemienne was returned with the curt remark:

"It's a very

nice thing but really too short; nothing is developed and the form is
bungled" (Lockspeiser 1962 /1978, p. 46).
In 1885 Debussy made another trip abroad— to Rome this time where
he stayed at the Villa Medici until 1887.

This journey came about as a

result of his winning the Grand Prix de Rome for composition with his
cantata L'Enfant Prodigue.

The stay in Rome was characterized by feel

ings of discontent on the part of Debussy as we know from his correspondence with Madame Vasnier and Emile Baron.

After arriving at the

Villa Medici Debussy wrote a letter to Madame Vasnier, an accomplished
singer who was a good friend of Debussy in his early life:
I've tried to work but I can't. You know how much I love
music and how much this state of mind annoys me. This is not
the life for me. Their happiness isn't mine. It's not pride
that makes me hate this life. I can't get used to it. I have
no feeling for it and I haven't the necessary indifference
(Lockspeiser 1936 / 1972, p. 24).
Debussy found it difficult to submit to the bureaucratic regulations
imposed on him.

Although Debussy felt restless and ill-at-ease in

Rome, the time was not entirely wasted, for along with his "devoirs"

as winner of the Grand Prix de Rome, Debussy immersed himself in the
writings of Flaubert, Shakespeare, Baudelaire, Moreas, Verlaine and
Mallarme.

It was through Emile Baron, a bookseller in the rue de Rome

in Paris, that Debussy became acquainted with the Symbolist magazines,
La Revue Independendante and Vogue, while he was in Rome.
From the very beginning Debussy had been exposed to literary
figures.

First, there was Madame Maute who gave piano lessons to Debussy

in the apartment where she was living with the Verlaines.

No doubt the

nine-year-old Debussy was in some way made aware of the desperate situa
tion involving Paul and Mathilde Verlaine and Rimbaud.

(The marriage

of Paul and Mathilde was not a happy one, and when the seductive Rimbaud
arrived on the scene in September 1871, Mathilde's marriage was doomed.)
Later, Debussy was to become a great admirer of Verlaine's poetry.
Once Debussy entered the Conservatoire, an interest in literature
began to take hold.

By 1876 the young student had begun to compose.

The earliest of his published compositions was the song "Nuit d'etoiles"
on a poem by Theodore de Banville.

Debussy's other songs dating from 1876

— "Ballade a la lune" and "Beau Soir" (see Appendix A) on poems of Alfred
de Musset and Paul Bourget— reveal his early interest in literature.
During the course of his literary development while at the Conservatoire,
Debussy was primarily interested in the so-called Parnassian school of
writers.

His settings of numerous works of Banville, an important

figure in the Parnassian movement-*-, bear this out.

In 1882 Debussy

wrote a song on another poem of Banville ("Pierrot") as well as music

"''The Parnassians were a group of writers headed by Theophile Gautier.
The Parnassian ideal was to use precise language and a high degree of
technical perfection and yet maintain sensitivity.
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for Hymnis, a play of Banville; he started music for Diane au bois,
another of Banville's plays, and later took it to Rome with him but
was unable to finish it.

The following year Debussy turned his atten

tion again to Paul Bourget, another literary mind of the time whom
Debussy knew personally.

"Paysage sentimental," "Regret" and "Romance

d'Ariel" are all songs inspired by the poems of Bourget.
From Theodore de Banville and Paul Bourget, Debussy progressed
to Verlaine and Mallarme.

Madame Vasnier, the accomplished singer to

whom Debussy dedicated several of his songs of this period, was respon
sible for Debussy's initial acquaintance with the Symbolist poets,
Verlaine and Mallarme.

In 1882 he wrote his first musical settings of

poems by Verlaine ("En sourdine" and "Clair de lune").

The year prior

to his departure for Rome saw his first setting of Mallarme, the song
"Apparition."
It is clear, then, that Debussy avidly read all of the latest
literary publications.

His strong attraction to poetry during his

years at the Conservatoire never wavered.

His stay in Rome did not

deter his literary interests, for as we know, E. Baron saw to it that
Debussy received not only the Symbolist magazines, but also the latest
works of Verlaine, Moreas, Huysmans and Morice among others.

Thus far

we have also seen something of the early relations Debussy had with
influential people.

Debussy maintained contact with the literary world

by faithfully reading books and periodicals, but the majority of Debussy's
personal acquaintances, up to this point, were with people within the
music world.

When Debussy returned form Rome (1887) to Paris at the

age of twenty-five, he made contacts with more influential people—
the literary and artistic world of Paris, known to the public as

Symbolists and Impressionists.

Subsequently, Debussy became personally

associated with revolutionary figures outside his own milieu (the
Symbolist, in particular), and it is the company of these people that
he preferred.

One of the meeting places of the artistic elite was the

quaint Librairie de l'Art Independant, a little publishing house run
by Edmond Bailly.

Among those within the Symbolist circle who fre

quented Bailly's bookshop were Mallarme, Villiers de l'Isle-Adam, Henri
de Regnier and later Pierre Louys, Andre Gide, and Paul Verlaine.

Accord

ing to Jarocinski, it was in Bailly's modest bookshop "that Debussy had
his first close contacts with the leaders of the Symbolist movement"
(Jarocinski 1966 /1976, p. 87).
There were numerous cafes which served as rendevous places for
artists and poets.

One of these cafes where Debussy was often seen was

the Cafe Vachette; it was here that Debussy met Jean Moreas, the French
poet born at Athens who was a prominent member of the so-called "decadents.
Another cafe that Debussy frequently visited was the Cafe Voltaire where
Charles Morice met with members of the editorial staff of the Mercure
de France. Morice was considered the leading theoretician of the
Symbolist movement.

At the Taverne Weber, Debussy would meet with close

friends such as Rene Peter and Pierre Louys; he also met Marcel Proust
here.

Before he went to Rome Debussy often was seen at the Chat Noir

which opened in 1881.
had become famous.

By the time he returned from Rome the Chat Noir

Charles de Sivry on many occasions provided the

piano music for the featured colored shadow plays.

Other prominent

artists who visited this place, especially between the years 1885-95,
were Banville, Verlaine, Huysmans and Renan.
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Of particular importance in relating how Debussy came to know
the Symbolist poets directly was his admittance to the famous Tuesday
afternoon gatherings which took place at the salon of Stephane Mallarme
between 1882 and 1894.

Artists from around the city of Paris as well

as people from other places converged there to listen to Mallarme
expound his aesthetic ideas; he became for them a mentor, "the uncon
tested poet image of Symbolism" (Balakian 1967, p. 9).

It was here that

Debussy no doubt met the personages responsible for the artistic upris
ings taking place in France during the latter part of the nineteenth
century.

Some of the writers one might expect to find at Mallarme's

gatherings included Verlaine, Catulle Mendes, Villiers de l'Isle-Adam,
Jules Laforgue, Moreas, Huysmans, Henri de Regnier, Dujardin, Theodore
de Wyzewa, Gustave Kahn, Stuart Merrill, Rene Ghil, Morice, Mourey,
Viele-Griffin, Oscar Wilde, Maeterlinck, Pierre Louys, Gide and Valery.
Painters such as Renoir, Monet, Degas, Whistler, Redon and Gauguin also
attended. (SeeAppendix B for further information on these writers and
painters.)
As a member of Mallarme's esoteric group, Debussy had remained
relatively unknown to the larger musical world.

With the production

in 1902 of Pelleas et Melisande, however, the whole of Debussy's subse
quent career was radically altered.

This introspective work drove him

out into the limelight; he was now the creator of a new "system" of
composing, the musician of the present and the future.

The remaining

sixteen years of Debussy's life were spent battling with this new public
image, for Debussy preferred to remember the period in his life when he
wasn't incessantly bothered by Debussyism.

Prior to the first World

War, Debussy did much traveling abroad to earn fees conducting his works.

It was also during these years that he wrote the bulk of his finest
works., including the three orchestral works, La Mer, Images, and Jeux,
the late chamber works and the main piano works.

Debussy died in March

1918, leaving many works either unfinished or abandoned.
We have attempted to show how Debussy came to be influenced by
the writers of his day since his early youth when he assiduously read
contemporary literature up through the time when he actually entered the
literary milieu.

Stephan Jarocinski states that " . . .

the milieu in

which Debussy's artistic personality was developed consisted exclusively
of poets and writers— in a word, of men of letters"; he quotes Paul
Dukas, a musician and friend of Debussy's from his Conservatoire days,
as saying, "The strongest influence which Debussy came under was that of
the writers of his day and not that of the musicians" (Jarocinski 1966/
1976, p. 93).

The reason why we have dwelt on certain biographical

details of Debussy's life is to show that along with the many diverse
experiences Debussy had and the variety of artists he had contacts with,
a prominent source of inspiration was the Symbolist school of writers,
particularly the poets.

The novel ideas of the Symbolist poets saturated

the artistic atmosphere.

This movement was to have a profound effect on

the imagination of Debussy and a great influence on his own aesthetic
beliefs.
Before we consider Debussy's musical theories and the analogies
between his ideas and the Symbolist aesthetic, let us first look at the
Symbolist movement itself.

A careful evaluation of the ideals of the

Symbolists will enable more accurate comparisons.

The affinities between

the poetic ideals propounded by the poets and Debussy's music will be
more apparent.

That Debussy possessed revolutionary musical ideas from

the beginning is obvious; we are merely attempting to show how the
contemporaneous movement in literature gave impetus to his execution
of those ideas.

But, first, the Symbolist movement...

CHAPTER III

THE SYMBOLIST AESTHETIC

In any given epoch, one of the main elements of a work of art
that must be considered is the relation between reality and imagination.
The symbol necessarily enters into this consideration, for it is one
of the chief means by which an artist can convey meaning and present
a view of reality.

Attempts to define the symbolic function in a work

of art are many and varied, and ambiguities can hardly be avoided when
dealing with such a term as "symbolism" which means so many things to
so many people.
The role of the symbol in art became a particular concern of
fin de si^cle French poetry.

Undoubtedly, it was this concern that

caused the numerous poets of this period to be referred to as "Symbolist.
Jarocinski points out the importance of the Symbolist movement as it
relates to the symbol in art:
The various elements on which the concept of the symbol, in
the accepted modern sense of the term, is based have been
present in art throughout the ages; but it was not until the
Symbolist movement took shape that all these elements were
combined to form a whole and the work of art was identified
with the symbol (Jarocinski 1966 /1976, p. 35).
Despite the many different meanings attached to the word symbol by indi
vidual poets within the movement itself, there emerged certain traits
which serve to tie together those poets regarded as Symbolist.
Obviously, there must have been some innovative and unique develop
ments taking place in literature to merit the article by Jean Moreas

which appeared in Le Figaro on September 18, 1886, announcing to all
France the birth of Symbolism.

By the early 1880s the numerous poets

who called themselves "Symbolists" were in the process of forming a
literary theory that was revolutionary in many ways.

Symbolism with

a capital "S" has to do with the literary school or cenacle that was
brought forth by this convergence of poetic minds in Paris.

It has

to do with a literary theory and the poetic techniques that were devel
oped under the direct influence of Mallarme when he began meeting with
the young poets of the time to expound his aesthetic doctrines.
Symbolism started out as being very esoteric.

The particular

attitudes that went with the movement involved select individuals in
a way that is cult-like; they secluded themselves to the point of becom
ing antisocial.

Toward the turn of the century, however, there was a

mingling of the Symbolist technique with the "decadent" spirit on a
universal and cosmopolitan scale.

Anna Balakian makes clear the conse

quences of this expansion of Symbolism:
The major significance of the Symbolist school in relation to
the study of Symbolism in its vaster context is that it created
a particular climate in which those poets and critics of England,
Germany, Italy, Spain and the Unitetd States who first shared the
experiences and memories of the cenacle convened with French
writers and then took back with them their own evolved versions
of the attitudes and conventions developed in Paris. Actually,
much of what was to be known as symbolism abroad was not based
on French Symbolism but on a translation or interpretation of
French Symbolism that was in fact a mutation of the original
(Balakian 1967, p. 9).
It is not surprising that symbolism abroad was a "mutation of
the original" because Symbolism within the context of the "original"
was itself ambiguous.

The theories were many times ill-defined.

More

over, there were various interpretations of the aesthetic theories as
each poet used what applied to his own particular aesthetic and discarded
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what did not.

Therefore, although there were influences from certain

people, the original ideas rarely remained pure as they were passed
from one poet to the next.

Yet, in order for Symbolism to survive to

cross national, linguistic and geographic barriers, there must have
been some common traits within the movement.

And indeed there was a

general concurrence among the poets in certain matters pertaining to
poetry.

The three characteristics which became concerted aspirations

among the poets were (1) the fusion between the external world and
the inner world of the poet; (2) the fusion of all the arts, particularly
between music and poetry; and (3) the fusion between life and death known
as "L'esprit decadent."

Certain poetic techniques emerged as means to

realizing the prevailing characteristics such as a distinct type of
indirect discourse, a breaking down of stylistic barriers and a choice
of macabre subjects.

A discussion of the unifying characteristics and

techniques which contributed to the overall Symbolist ideal appropriately
begins with Baudelaire.
Baudelaire did not consider himself to be the creator of a new
form of aesthetics, but he nevertheless gave impetus to the movement.
In Baudelaire one finds the origin of the movement's ideas and philos
ophy.

Baudelaire's doctrine of correspondences contains an important

element of Symbolism— fusion between the outer and inner world.

This

doctrine is directly related to the influence of Swedenborg on Baude
laire.

The Romantic mysticism of Swedenborg was one of communication

with the Divine Being through symbols; his doctrine of correspondences
held to a relationship between the natural world and the spiritual
world with everything in nature being a means of union with the Divine
Being.

In Baudelaire's doctrine, however, the correspondence is between

the external world of the poet and his inner vision; there is no
spirituality in the same sense as we find in the Swedenborgian duality
between the natural and the divine.
The anti-realist drive in the Symbolist circle added to the mani
festation of mysticism.

After 1870 two philosophical systems offered

themselves to the literary world.
naturalist.

The first was positivist, realist,

The Symbolists felt that Positivism left no room for the

artistic freedom so vital to their culture.

A. G. Lehmann says this

about Positivism:
Positivism aimed broadly at extending to the anatomy of art
certain principles which it assumed to be valid in the natural
sciences, and which it saw no reason to abandon when it came to
the human sciences (Lehmann 1950, p. 2).
If the scientific method were applied to art, art could, in short, be
explained initially from a sociological viewpoint, according to the
Positivists.

Taine, for example, in his Philosophie de l'art, attempted

to show how the methodology of science applied to art.

He assumed that

the "data" of art are akin to those of botany or zoology, that the works
of art produced in any age are influenced by the mental atmosphere in
which they are formed.

Thus, for Taine, the attitude of the artist

in the face of his material is solely intellectual.
Symbolism vigorously attacked this suggestion that all art is
science; one of its most striking features was its attempt to estab
lish art as an autonomous branch of human activity. Symbolism did, how
ever, make use of certain aspects of the other system presented to it—
the speculative, idealist (Schopenhauer) ,anti-naturalist view.

In parti

cular, elements of Schopenhauer's doctrine continually crop up in
Symbolist aesthetics, for Schopenhauer distinguished art from any other
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form of mental activity, distinguished the artist from his fellows,
gave rein to the idea of creativeness in art, and acknowledged works
of art as something which can arise at any moment of human experience.
Pedro Alberto Rafols comments on the relationship between Symbolism
and Idealism:
Notice that around that time [1880 to the turn of the century;
the difference between Idealism and Symbolism was a negligible
one. Remy de Gourment, a contemporary writer and art critic,
stated that Symbolism was a direct successor of Idealism. For
him, the latter signified "the free, personal development of the
individual on the intellectual plane" while the former "can and
should be regarded as the free, personal development of the indi
vidual on the aesthetic plane. . ." (Rafols 1975, p. 10).
Upon return to our dealings with Symbolism as a literary movement,
we see that the characteristic element of Symbolist poetry in which
there was a mystic evocation containing both the world outside the
poet and the poet himself simultaneously is strongly evidenced.

As was

stated earlier, Baudelaire's writings were the first to contain the aura
of mysticism.

It was through the technique of indirect discourse that

this aura of the mysterious, the enigmatic, was achieved in Symbolist
writing.

Baudelaire sets out to communicate indirectly to the reader

by means of an image or a series of images.

Instead of the direct

statement of the poet’s emotions so characteristic of Romantic writing,
there is a suggestion of subjective meaning which is multidimensional.
The situating of the correspondence between the inner vision of
the poet and the outer reality can be clearly seen in one of Baudelaire's
poems from Les Fleurs du Mai:
La Nature est un temple ou de vivants piliers
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles:
L'homme y passe %. travers des for£ts de symboles
Qui l'observent avec des regards familiers,

Comme de longs echos qui de loin se confondent
Dans une ten^breuse et profonde unite
Vaste comme la nuit et comme la clarte,
Les parfums, les couleurs et les sons se repondent.
II est des parfums frais comme des chairs d'enfants,
Doux comme les hautbois, verts comme les prairies,
-Et d'autres, corrumpus, riches et triomphants.
Ayant 1'expansion des choses infinies,
Comme l'ambre, le muse, le benjoin et l'encens,
Qui chantent les transports de 1*esprit et des sens (Baudelaire
1961, p. 13).
("Correspondences":

Nature is a temple where, from living pillars

confused speech seems sometimes to emerge; Man walks there amidst a
forest of symbols which watch him from familiar eyes.)

Baudelaire

finds a connection between sense perceptions here on earth:
perfumes and the flesh of children.

between

By means of a natural stimulus

(ambre), a transfer takes place between the mind (l1esprit) and the
senses (les sens).

The poet looks to the outer world for a natural

correspondence, a symbol, to suggest his inner feelings, i.e., his
etat d'ame (state of soul).

Thus, the outer world of nature in all

its variations becomes an important element in Symbolist poetry, for
it is through the manifestation of nature that the mind is personified.
Beginning with Baudelaire, then, mystic influences in Symbolist poetry
are readily apparent, and it would be hard to exempt any of the Symbol
ists from it.
Verlaine's work is the Symbolist model in that he practiced that
distinct type of indirect discourse (mystic verbal communication) that
the Symbolists were trying to achieve.

In his poem "Clair de lune" the

art of suggestive writing is demonstrated.^

■*■566 Appendix A for English translation of this poem and all
following poems.

Votre ame est un paysage choisi
Que vont charmant masques et bergamasques,
Jouant du luth et dansant et quasi
Tristes sous leurs d£guisements fantasques.
Tout en chantant sur le mode mineur
L'amour vainqueur et la vie opportune,
Ils n'ont pas l'air de croire It leur bonheur
Et leur chanson se mele au clair de lune.
Au calme clair de lune triste et beau,
Qui fait r£ver les oiseaux dans les arbres
Et sangloter d'extase les jets d'eau,
Les grands jets d'eau sveltes parmi les marbres (Verlaine 1961,
pp. 133-134).
Verlaine had discovered that the half-light is more effective
in stimulating the imagination that the bright sunlight.

He used words

which imply emotion (the moon, to sob), language that is vague so as
to veil the meaning.

That Verlaine sought the infinite possibilities

of the vague and the uncertainties of nuance is expressed in his famous
quatrain:
Car nous voulons la nuance encor,
Pas la Couleur, rien que la nuance'.
Oh', la nuance seule fiance
Le reve au reve et la flute au cor'. (Verlaine 1964, p. 25).
Not only in theory but also in practice, there is an air of mystery and
at the same time a sense of intimacy in Verlaine's poetry.
was a spontaneous writer.

Verlaine

By using the simplest words in the French

language he was able to set a mood.

(Words often used by Verlaine were

to become recognizable as symbols in the Symbolist vocabulary— clouds,
moon, wind, snow, rain, skies.)

It was this simple and lyrical manner

of Verlaine that was to have the greatest effect on Symbolist technique
in both France and Spain, and in middle Europe.
In Verlaine, as in Baudelaire, there is a fusion between nature
and the feelings of the poet, but in Verlaine's poetry we encounter this
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fusion in a more subtle and complete way.

By means of his masterly

practice of indirect discourse, he is able to present a multiplicity
of images, one imperceptibly growing out of the other, resulting in
many shadings of mood.

In "Clair

de lune" the unity of the soul with

nature, is very apparent ("Votre ame est un paysage choisi...").
sourdine" also illustrates this desire to become one with nature.

"En
The

"silence profound" that is seldom encountered in the turmoil of human
affairs can be experienced in communion with nature.

The speaker sug

gests that he and his lover withdraw into nature until finally at the
end of the poem, they commit to nature ("le rossignol") the expression
of their despair.
Calmes dans le demi-jour
Que les branches hautes font,
Penetrons bien notre amour
De ce silence profond.
Fondons nos Smes, nos coeurs
Et nos sens extasies,
Parmi les vagues langueurs
Des pins et des arbousiers.
Ferme tes yeux a demi,
Croise tes bras sur ton sein,
Et de ton coeur endormi
Chasse 5 jamais tout dessein.
Laissons-nous persuader
Au souffle berceur et doux
Qui vient a tes pieds rider
Les ondes de gazon roux.
Et quand, solennel, le soir
Des chenes noirs tombera,
Voix de notre desespoir,
Le rossignol chantera (Verlaine 1961, pp. 171-72).
Malarme is the embodiment of Symbolist theory.

Again, his poetry

portrays that characteristic in Symbolist poetry of mystic evocation.
His idea of what constitutes a symbol (although his notion of what con
stitutes a symbol was more encompassing than others of the Symbolist
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school) bears this out.

For Mallarme, symbol is the evocation of an

object, little by little, in order to show a mood.

This— the object

created in order to evoke a "mood" (etat d'ame)— is a definite indica
tion of his role in Symbolist aesthetics.

Mallarme proposed that the

poet, by means of suggesting rather than actually naming the object,
could expand the symbol so that it contained multiple meanings.

He

preached that the foremost mission of the poet is to recapture the
sense of the mystery of existence.

Alice Duschak quotes Mallarme as

saying:
I think there should be nothing but illusion. The contempla
tion of objects, the fleeting image of daydreams they excite,
these are the song. The Parnassians take the thing as a whole
and show it to you; hence they are wanting in mystery; they
deprive the mind of that delicious joy of believing that it is
creating (Duschak 1967, p. 19).
One of the main means employed by Mallarme to allow for the
mystery in art, and thus the imaginative workings of the perceptive
reader, was the concept of the dream, "le reve."

In fact, Mallarme

was a strong advocate of dreams; he recognized the "riche substance
de reve" to be extremely resourceful in images and their effects.
the beginning of

In

"L'Apres-midi d'un faune," the faun is awakening

from a vision of nymphs.

As one continues on, the distinction between

reality and dream becomes less and less apparent.

There is an explora

tion of the borderlands between the waking state and the state of
reverie, between the conscious and the half-conscious.

This world in

which memory and dream appear more powerfully sensual than actual
experience is the world that other Symbolist poets will seek— this refuge
from overt and tedious reality.

The Symbolist not only aimed at a fusion between nature and the
feelings of the poet, but also at a fusion of all the arts, especially
as it related to the notion of "music" in poetry.

The concept of

synesthesia came to play a part in the aim of the Symbolists to achieve
a fusion of all the arts.

Synesthesia is a theory involved with the

mingling of sense perceptions where, for instance, a sound produces in
the hearer the same reaction produced when this person sees a particular
color.

Wagner practiced this theory, and his aspirations toward a "total

art" were known to the Symbolists.

In fact, Baudelaire regarded Wagner

as the artist "who in his combination of drama, poetry, music and decor
exemplified that attainment of the perfect interplay of sense perceptions
that was to be the ideal of the poet?1(Balakian 1967, p. 45).

Moreover,

since the beginning of the nineteenth century, there was a tendency to
regard music as the supreme form of art.

(Schopenhauer maintained this.)

All these ideas are evidenced in poetry as an aspiration in which poetry
would become an art form closer to music than it had been heretofore.
The Symbolist poets emulated the ability of music which enables it to
communicate without having any specific meaning.

Along with that came

an attempt on the part of the poets to incorporate into the realm of
poetry certain musical techniques.
Baudelaire considered music to be a form of nonobjective thinking
that activated the mind to suggest rather than dictate concepts and
visons.

He found words to be comparable to musical notes; he said that

the suggestive properties (evocation of mood without communicating
specific meaning) that are inherent in musical notes are also inherent
in individual words.

In Baudelaire's "Harmonie du soir" we see the

simulation of musical notation, for Baudelaire illustrates in this poem

his fascination with the infinite possibilities for combinations of
words.

(The possibilities for combination of musical notes are like

wise infinite.)
Voici venir les temps ou vibrant sur sa tige
Chaque fleur s'evapore insi qu'un encensoir;
Les sons et les parfums tournent dans l'air du soir;
Valse melancolique et langoureux vertige!
Chaque fleur s'evapore ainsi qu'un encensoir;
Le violon fremit comme un coeur qu'on afflige;
Valse melancolique et langoureux vertige!
Le ciel est triste et beau comme un grand reposoir.
Le
Un
Le
Le

violon fremit comme un coeur qu'on afflige.
coeur tendre, qui hait le neant faste et noir!
ciel est triste et beau comme un grand reposoir;
soleil s'est noye dans son sang qui se fige.

Un coeur tendre, qui hait le neant vaste et noir,
Du passe lumineux recueille tout vestige!
Le soleil s'est noye dans son sang qui se fige...
Ton souvenir en moi luit comme un ostensoir!
(Baudelaire 1961,
p. 52).
Mallarmd was drawn toward the sources of intellectual stimulation
that can be derived from musical form, as Baudelaire was.

However,

Mallarme carried it a step further by applying the principles of musical
composition to poetry.

As Mallarme saw it, the verbal image was analo

gous to the musical phrase; the pauses between images corresponded to
the white spaces between notes; different ways of expressing the inner
mood was comparable to a theme and variations in music.

In other words,

he aimed not at the mere borrowing of musical sound, but wanted to
recapture the form of music.

Mallarme believed, like Baudelaire, that

music was not merely for pleasure's sake, but to provoke the imagina
tion.

Therefore, he aimed in his writing at "grasping that character of

music which releases us from the need for logical comprehension and
leads us toward the universal Idea" (Balakian 1967, p. 85)
■*-A. G. Lehmann says that Mallarme's Idea is akin to Schopen
hauer's in that it is an object of pure contemplation or intuition.
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In "Un coup de des" there is on the part of Mallarme an attempt
to put into practice a theory of the poet, Rene Ghil.

Ghil, one of the

chief theoreticians of the Symbolist movement, imagined a system of ver
bal orchestration in which each vowel would have its own timbre like
each instrument in an orchestra.

Mallarme did achieve a kind of verbal

orchestration by arranging groups of words like notes and using spaces
like staves.

The poem illustrates how writers like Mallarme went so far

as to construct their sentences using musical structure alone as a basis.
On the following page is an extract from Mallarme's poem "Un coup de des"
illustrating his attempt to approximate to musical notation through a
kind of "verbal orchestration."
Verlaine, likewise, was concerned with the quality of music in
poetry ("De la musique avant toute chose," he said.)

Instead of the

word being comparable to a musical note (Baudelaire), the associations
of special combinations of words were, for Verlaine, comparable to the
harmony of a series of musical sounds.

Instead of attempting to recap

ture the form of music (Mallarme), Verlaine was concerned with the sound,
so much so that often Verlaine's choice of words shows a primary concern
for the sound of the phrase rather than for the sense that it conveys.
Verlaine's poems are perfectly euphonious because his poetry becomes
music through its appeal to the ear rather than in its inherent function
or in its mental association.

In attempting to emulate the sound of

music, Verlaine combines words in a way that sound in effect like music
as "II pleure dans mon coeur" illustrates (see page 32).

The earlier

mentioned "En sourdine" reveals Verlaine's concern for euphony.

By

means of the sound of the words, words containing "mute" e's as well as
nasal sounds, Verlaine's poem creates an atmosphere of muted sensation.
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soucieux
expiatoire et pubere
muet

La lucide et seigneuriale aigrette
au front invisible
scintille
puis ombrage
une stature mignonne t£nebreuse
en sa torsion de sirene

par d'impatientes squames ultimes

rire
que
SI

de vertige
debout
le temps
de souffleter
bifurquees
un roc
faux manoir
tout de suite
evapore en brumes
qui imposa
une borne a l'infini

(Mallarme 1914, p. 8)
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It would be inaccurate to say that Verlaine was not concerned
with poetic form, but instead of trying to assimulate musical struc
ture into poetry as Mallarme did, he stayed more within the realm of
the art of poetry.

He borrowed the concept of freedom in musical

form and applied it to poetry.

Although Verlaine was not a vers libre

poet in the strict sense of the term, he advocated the use of poetic
lines which contained an uneven number of syllables and de-emphasis
on rhyme which led to the greater freedom employed in these areas by
the vers libre poets (Mallarme, Rene Ghil). His desire that poetry
should be an "open" form no longer embedded in the traditional molds
brought about the introduction of new metrical forms.

In other words,

Verlaine prepared the metrical revolution of Symbolism.

The populari

zation of vers libre came about by the refusal of the Symbolist poets
to be bound by the conventions of writing.

This breakdown of stylistic

barriers meant the use of irregular verse lengths; it meant that there
would not always be that prescribed number of equally stressed syllables.
Rhythm became the only pre-requisite to poetic form.

Verlaine's poetry

illustrates a rhythmic quality that proceeds from the impulses of the
poet.

He was a spontaneous writer.
The third characteristic by which poets of the Symbolist movement

came to be identified was what was known as "L'esprit decadent."

Anna

Balakian defines this mental attitude as:
. . . the state of mind of the poet who is haunted by the cruelty
of Father Time and the imminence of death. It is an engrossment
with self and with the mysteries of an inner fixation on the
incomprehensible limits of life and death; it is the delicacies
of the oversensitive (Balakian 1967, pp. 69-70).
This mental attitude is evidenced as a fusion between the visible and
the invisible, the conscious and the unconscious, life and death.
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One of the preoccupations of the Symbolist writers was with the
notion of "gouffre" which is an exploration of the borderlands between
the conscious and the unconscious, the visible and invisible, life and
death.

Baudelaire was concerned with this region of the unknown.

In

"La mort des amants" Baudelaire enlists the language of sensual pleasure
to speculate about death:

"Nous aurons des lits pleins d'odeurs legeres.

Des divans profounds corame des tombeaux. . . "

(We shall have beds

scented with faint perfumes, divans sunken like tombs. . . )

Undoubtedly

Mallarme became obsessed with the "gouffre" through his readings of
Baudelaire.

"L'Apres-midi d'un faune" illustrates an aspect of "gouffre"

as the regions of reality and illusion become less and less distinct.
It also illustrates another preoccupation which expressed the decadent
spirit, that of "ennui"— boredom, vexation (see Appendix A for the com
plete reading of the poem).

In this particular instance, escape from

the "ennui" is achieved through the dream.

Verlaine set the mood for

"ennui," but Mallarme was the one who presented it as an invisible force
that obsesses and pursues man.
cast as a symbol of "ennui."
in this poem as in
emptiness of dreams.

In "Herodiade" we see another figure
There is not the satiation with the dream

"L*Apres-midi," for Herodiade has discovered the
"Herodiade" expresses the attitude of narcissism—

the world of reflection, the undue dwelling on one's own self— which
became one of the salient motives of the decadent spirit:
0 miroir'.
Eau froide par 1'ennui dans ton cadre gelee
Que de fois et pendant des heures, desol^e
Des songes et cherchant mes souvenirs qui sont
Comme des feuilles sous ta glace au trou profond,
Je m'apparus en toi comme une ombre lointaine
Mais, horreur'. des soirs, dans ta severe fontaine,
J'ai de mon reve epars connu la nudite'. (Mallarmg 1959, p. 65).

The world of reflection is expressed by Baudelaire and Verlaine
as well as Mallarme.

In Baudelaire's "Recueillement" there is an

expression of inward sorrow as the long-awaited evening is now approach
ing.

But it is not simply evening which approaches.

If the poem is

understood allegorically as Baudelaire indubitably intended, it is the
Evening at the end of life which is approaching.
"Recueillement"
Sois sage, o ma Douleur, et tiens-toi plus tranquille.
Tu reclamais le Soir; il descend; le voici:
Une atmosphere obscure enveloppe la ville,
Aux uns portant la paix, aux autres le souci.
Pendant que des mortels la multitude vile,
Sous le fouet du Plaisir, ce bourreau sans merci,
Va cueillir des remords dans la f£te servile,
Ma Douleur, donne-moi la main; viens par ici,
Loin d'eux. Vois se pencher les defuntes Annees,
Sur les balcons du ciel, en robes surannees;
Surgir du fond des eaux le Regret souriant;
Le Soleil moribond s'endormir sous une arche,
Et, comme un long linceul trainant a 1'Orient,
Entends, ma chere, entends la douce Nuit qui marche (Baudelaire
1961, p. 189).
In "II pleure dans mon coeur" the poet is looking inside himself;
the problem is one of the unexplained suffering of ennui.
ends with no answer to the melancholy of ennui.

The poem

The mysteries of life

and death are so incomprehensible that it is futile for the poet to try
to understand.
"II pleure dans mon coeur"
II pleure dans mon coeur
Comme il pleut sur la ville;
Quelle est cette langueur
Qui pendtre mon coeur?
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0 bruit doux de la pluie
Par terre et sur les toits'.
Pour un coeur qui s 'ennuie
0 le chant de la pluie'.
II pleure sans raison
Dans ce coeur qui s'ecoeure.
Quoi'. nulle trahison?...
Ce deuil est sans raison.
C'est bien la pire peine
De ne savoir pourquoi
Sans amour et sans haine
Mon coeur a tant de peine'.

(Verlaine 1963, p. 40).

This attitude of futility that the poet takes in his efforts to
understand is traceable in a great many Symbolist poems.

In Mallarme's

"L ^ z u ^ 1 (a word which combines the meanings of "blue" and "sky" and its
mysterious impermeability), the poet seeks to understand the azure ideal
and comes away with a sense of defeat because of the imperviousness of
his quest.

Man is finite and therefore impotent in his metaphysical

ventures; yet, he is continually haunted by the mystery.
En vain'. l'Azur triomphe, et je l'entends qui chante
Dans les cloches. Mon &me, il se fait voix pour plus
Nous faire peur avec sa victoire mechante,
Et du metal vivant sort en bleus angelus'.
II
Ta
Ou
Je

roule par la brume, ancien et traverse
native agonie, ainsi qu'un glaive sur;
fuir dans la revolte inutile et perverse?
suis hant6. L'Azur! l'Azur! l'Azur!
(Mallarme 1961, pp. 61-63)

CHAPTER IV

DEBUSSY'S AESTHETIC

In Chapter II we observed that Debussy became involved with
literature at a very early age.

He was influenced by the actual writings

of many literary figures, for he used their texts as departures for his
own creative abilities.

A substantial amount of Debussy's work is

directly related to a text.

Moreover, Debussy has composed numerous

textless pieces which were inspired by literature.

As a matter of fact,

there are very few of Debussy's works which are not either inspired by
or provided with a text.

Although Debussy did not limit himself to works

of the Symbolist poets, their writings certainly contributed to a great
many of Debussy's songs as well as other compositions.

The extraordinary

musicality of the poetry of Verlaine and Mallarme stimulated Debussy's
imagination.

The texts of Baudelaire, Verlaine and Mallarme allowed

him to express in music what words are incapable of conveying; their
texts offered him freedom to complete with his music the sense of the
words which was never explicitly revealed.

Not only did Debussy utilize

a large portion of Symbolist literature, but he also came to realize
that many of the new literary principles being propagated by the Symbo
list poets could be applied to music.

It was through this realization

that Debussy embarked on a whole new aesthetic approach to music.
Debussy's exposure to the Symbolist ideal through personal contact with
Mallarme, Verlaine, and others became instrumental in the formation of
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his own ideas as they related to music.

Furthermore, the composi

tional techniques used by Debussy remained consistent with the Symbo
list aesthetic; this becomes important in understanding what makes
Debussy's music so unique.
One aesthetic principle that Debussy shared in common with
the Symbolists, as we begin our investigation of the theories of Debussy,
was the importance of the world of nature in its portrayal of the world
of the imagination.

The Symbolists viewed nature as a reflection of

the "etat d'ame," and Debussy's concept of nature was intimately rela
ted to that of the Symbolists.

He did not intend for his music "to repro

duce nature more or less exactly, but to receive the mysterious accord
that exists between nature and the imagination" (Valias 1929 /1967, p. 10).
Debussy contributed articles on music to various Paris journals between
the years 1901 and 1914, and he often expressed his love of nature in his
articles, as the following extract illustrates:
Irrestibly bewitched by the magic of the ancient
forests I had stayed late one autumn day in the country,
From the fall of the golden leaves that invest the
splendid obsequies of the trees, from the clear angelus
that calls the field to rest, rose a gentle and alluring
voice counseling oblivion. The sun was setting in its
solitude; no peasants were inspired to take lithographic
poses in the foreground. Beasts and men were returning
peacefully, having completed some common task whose
beauty had this special distinction, that it called
no more for encouragement than for disapprobation.
Remote were those discussions of art in which the very
names of great men sometimes seemed to be words of
abuse. Forgotten was the petty artificial feverishness
of the "first-night." I was alone, pleasantly carefree;
perhaps I had never loved music more than at this moment
when I heard no talk of it. It appeared to me in its
complete beauty, not in the hectic scantiness of trivial
symphonic or lyrical fragments (Debussy 1948, pp. 17-18).
Other statements by Debussy on nature as cited by Leon Valias are as
follows:
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Music is a mysterious form of mathematics whose elements are
derived from the infinite. Music is the expression of the move
ment of the waters, the play of curves described by changing
breezes. There is nothing more musical than a sunset. He who
feels what he sees will find no more beautiful example of develop
ment in all that book which all musicians read but too little—
the book of Nature...(Valias 1929 /1967, p. 8).
Musicians listen only to music written by skillful hands:
they never hear what is written in Nature. There is more to be
gained by seeing the sun rise than by hearing the Pastoral
Symphony (Valias, p. 8).
We do not listen to the thousand sounds with which nature
surrounds us. We are not sufficiently on the alert to hear
this varied music which she so generously offers. It envelops
us, and yet we have lived in its midst until now, ignoring it.
This, to my mind, is the new path. But believe me, I have but
caught a glimpse of it (Valias, p. 9).
A look at his music readily reveals his preoccupation with
nature.

Half the Preludes, for example, bear a relationship to nature

in some way or another— "Le vent dans la plaine," "Les collines d'Anacapri," "Des pas sur la neige," "La Cathedrale engloutie," "Brouillards,"
"Feuilles mortes," to mention a few.

It is also interesting to note

that Debussy seems to be partial to water (water imagery was one of
the root sources of inspiration in Symbolist poetry) as an element of
nature and to the ideas of reflection and movement in water— La Mer,
"Brouillards," "Des pas sur la neige," "La Cathedrale engloutie,"
"Jardins sous la pluie," "Reflets dans l'eau."
Ascertainable from the previous statements by Debussy is his
view of the mystery in art.

Along with Baudelaire, Verlaine, and Mallarme,

Debussy believed that art should recapture a sense of the mystery of
existence.

Debussy realized that music by its nature is ambiguous and

therefore able to remain enshrouded in mystery.

"Let us maintain that

the beauty of a work of art must always remain mysterious," said Debussy
in one of his articles written in 1913, "that is to say, that it is

impossible to explain exactly how it is created.

Let us at all costs

preserve this magic peculiar to music, for of all the arts it is the
most susceptible to magic" (Valias, p. 3).

Elsewhere in Debussy's

writings we read:
. . . it seems to me that if music is not made for
of specializing in elusive dreams, neither does it
thing by being hemmed in by the everyday things of
is strained in recording cries that are too human,
essence is founded on mystery (Valias, pp. 97-98).

the purpose
gain any
life. It
for its very

According to Debussy, the mystery of nature must be evoked.
This is a direct reflection on Verlaine who called for nuance rather
than direct expression and Mallarme who opposed the direct presentation
of objects in poetry.

Debussy, likewise, opposed the direct imitation

of natural objects in music.

He said that Beethoven in his Pastoral

Symphony practised such imitation and further comments:
How much more profound an interpretation of the beauty of a
landscape do we find in other passages (passages not so un
necessarily imitative and overly representative) in the great
Master, because, instead of an exact imitation, there is an
emotional interpretation of what is invisible in Nature? Can
the mystery of a forest be expressed by measuring the height
of the trees? Is it not rather its fathomless depths that stir
the imagination? (Debussy 1948, p. 106).
Debussy also felt that the kind of allusiveness that the Symbolist
poets idealized could best be accomplished by music.

"Music is a free

art," he said, and as such it is "boundless as the elements, the wind,
the sky, the sea" (Valias 1929 /1967, p. 10).

Since music is not fixed

in time or space, the musician can evoke "what is invisible in Nature"
even while it moves and capture that sense of rhythm and atmosphere
in nature.
As an art "closest to nature" Debussy envisioned a "harmonious
dream" in which music would serve to unite all the elements of nature:
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I can imagine a music specially designed for the open air, all
on big lines, with daring instrumental and vocal effects which
would have full play in the open and soar joyfully to the treetops. Certain harmonic progressions which sound abnormal within
the four walls of a concert hall would surely find their true
value in the open air. . . So, the very air, the movement of
the leaves, and the perfume of flowers would work together in
mysterious union with music which would thus bring all the
elements into such natural harmony that it would seem to form
a part of each . . . .
(Valias, p. 1]).
This fusion of sensual stimuli seems to be reminiscent of the doctrine
of synesthesia, which relates to the Baudelairian doctrine of corres
pondences in its mingling of sense perceptions.
The preceding portions of Debussy's writings also point out
another important consideration in the evaluation of his aesthetic,
and that is that art was a sensuous rather than intellectual experience
for Debussy, as for Verlaine.

In his appraisal of Massenet for having

"understood the true role of the art of music," Debussy declared:
Music should humbly seek to please; within these limits
great beauty may perhaps be found. Extreme complication is
contrary to art. Beauty must appeal to the senses, must provide
us with immediate enjoyment, must impress us or insinuate itself
into us without any effort on our part (Valias, p. 13).
And again in his appraisal of Rameau he states, "The aim of French music
is, before all, to please. . .

The musical genius of France may be

described as a phantasy of the senses . . . "

(Valias, p. 38).

Not only

should music appeal to the senses, but it should also be spontaneous.
Debussy is like Verlaine on this account as well, for Verlaine did not
get caught up in the mechanics of writing.

Debussy insisted that music

must be spontaneous and natural:
There have been, and, the evils of civilization notwithstanding,
there still are, certain charming little races that learned music
as naturally as one learns to breathe. Their school of music is
the eternal rhythm of the sea, the wind in the leaves and a thousand
little voices that they eagerly listen to, without ever consulting
standard textbooks (Valias, p. 22).

His ideal was a music that should sound like an improvisation.

He

achieved this ideal in his Prelude a L'Apres-midi d'un faune, for
there is a sense of freedom which comes from the asymmetrical char
acter of the music and the perpetual tonal ambiguity.
Debussy aimed all his life at freeing music from academic
formulae, which corresponded to the Symbolist aim at freeing poetry
from stylistic and formal conventions.

He was aware that the musical

system in common use was outmoded and therefore left no room for the
free play of the imagination.

Already at the Conservatoire, Debussy

saw that his professors were bound by the rules and regulations of the
German tradition.

One of his letters to Emile Baron during his sojourn

at the Villa Medici further reveals his insight into the situation:
It is curious that the literary movement has found such
support while there is no sign of music changing at all.
A dissonant chord would almost cause a revolution (Lockspeiser
1936 / 1972, p. 33).
Debussy, however, refused to be bound by the chains of academicism.
Monsieur Croche (the character in several of Debussy's articles who
is actually a second Debussy— one who is sarcastic and says what he
pleases) stresses the importance of freedom when he says that discipline
must be sought in freedom, and "not in the formulas of a decayed
philosophy which is of no value except to the weak.

Take counsel of

no man but of the passing wind, that tells us the story of the world
(Valias 1929 /1967, p. 18).

Debussy's view was:

There is too much writing of music. Music is made for its
effect on paper although it is intended for the ear. Too much
importance is attached to the writing of music, the formula,
the craft. Composers seek their ideas within themselves when
they should look around for them. They combine, construct,
imagine themes in which to express ideas. These are developed;
they are modified when they encounter other themes representing
other ideas. All this is metaphysics, it is not music (Valias, p. 14).
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So it was that Debussy found thematic development in the works of
Mozart, Beethoven and Wagner to be based on a mere formula.

Actually,

organic development of this sort formed part of an entirely different
philosophy.

Debussy could not work within this framework.

His system,

like that of the Symbolists, called for a discarding of logical con
struction.

This in turn would dispense with the need for logical com

prehension, i.e., the responsibility of the listener "to discover
abstract ideas in the meanderings of a complicated development"(Valias,
p. 14).
In his "Art poetique" where he states his poetic ideas, Verlaine
says, "Prends 1'eloquence et tords-lui son cou!" (Take hold of eloquence
and wring her neck.)

Verlaine is referring to rhetorical devices that

an orator would use in addressing an audience, such as impressive words
logically arranged, pompous declaration and length.
similar belief in relation to music.

Debussy held a

He opposed the ostentation and

eloquence that went along with much nineteenth-century music.

Another

of his statements in the form of a question makes this clear:
Must we conclude that in spite of so many attempted trans
formations, the symphony belongs to the past with all its
stiff elegance, its ceremonious arrangements, its sophisti
cated and painted audience? (Valias, p. 32).
Debussy also objected to obsessive intellectuality in composition (the
use of traditional rules):
Generally speaking, whenever a composer tries to complicate a
form or an emotion in art, it is because he does not know what
he wants to say. . . There is but one music, and it exists of
its own right, whether it assumes the rhythm of a cafe-concert
waltz or the imposing setting of a symphony. Why not admit
that of the two good taste is often on the side of the waltz,
while the symphony conceals with difficulty the pompous mass
of its mediocrity (Valias, p. 16).

The concept of the dream as an expression of the unconscious
was an important concept to the Symbolist poets.

We saw in chapter

III that Mallarme was strongly attracted to "le reve" as his poem
"L'Apr^s-midi d'un faune" illustrates.

"...

and who in lingering

arabesques dreams of amusing the beauty hereabout by falsely confusing
its charm with the illusion song creates" is the controlling idea of
the poem, the pervasive idea being that the borderline between outer
reality and the inner life of dream and desire is itself obscure.
Mallarme, by means of evoking a mood through obscurely suggestive
words, stays consistent with the idea of the poem.

When in 1894 Debussy

produced his tone poem by the same name, giving credit to Mallarme as
the source of its inspiration, he made it clear that the music was not
intended to be a literal synopsis of the action of the poem.

Rather

it was to be a "very free illustration. . . a succession of decors
through which the Faun's desires and dreams move in the afternoon heat!'
(Cooper 1951, p. 93).

The success of Debussy's attempt to suggest in

sound the atmosphere of drowsiness and dreaminess, as of a hot afternoon
in a forest glade, indicates his understanding of dream-images so cru
cial to the Symbolist ideal as well as his ability to achieve in music
a flow of dreamlike sound that is appropriate to the dream concept.
Debussy believed that art satisfies a human desire for oblivion
and illusion:
Art is the most beautiful deception, and no matter how much
a man may wish to make it the setting for his daily life, he
must still desire that it remain an illusion lest it become
utilitarian, and as dreary as a workshop. Do not the masses
as well as the select few seek therein oblivion, which is in
itself a form of deception? . . . Let us avoid disillusioning
any one by clothing the dream with too much reality (Valias 1929/
1967, p. 13).
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Since Debussy believed that music is for the purpose of "special
izing in elusive dreams," it is not surprising to hear what his ideal
for music in the theatre should be.

He described it to Ernest Guirand

upon his return from Bayreuth in 1889:
I have no desire to imitate what I admire in Wagner. My con
ception of music-drama is quite different: music takes over
where words fail: music is made for the inexpressible: what I
would wish is that it should seem to emerge from the shadows
and retire again from time to time, and that its role should
always be a discreet one.
What kind of poet would be capable of writing an operatic
libretto that would satisfy these demands? (asked Guirand, and
the reply) He who, by leaving certain things unsaid would allow
me to graft my dream on his; he who would create characters who
belong to no time or place, and would not force me to compose
a big scene "for effect," but would leave me free, at certain
times, to allow my art to take precedence over his and to com
plete what he had begun (Jarocinski 1966 /1976, p. 102).
It is interesting to note from these words the affinities between
Debussy's ideal and the aesthetic theories of Mallarme.

Also in his

essay on Massenet, Debussy alluded again to the importance of prolonging
the dream in music:
M. Massenet is often guilty of tearing us from dreams, whose
spell he had skillfully woven, by a noise which serves only
to indicate to the public that it is time to applaud (Valias
1929 /1967, p. 89).
The notion of the arabesque is an essential part of Debussy's
aesthetic.

Around 1880 a noticeable change was taking place in paint

ing that was characterized by the arabesque.

Line was all-important,

along with the decorative symbolism intrinsic to the line in this move
ment known as Art Nouveau.

(Pedro Alberto Rafols in his study of

Debussy and the Symbolist Movement refers to this movement as pictorial
Symbolism.)

The aims of the Symbolist painter were very similar to

those of the Symbolist writers with their preoccupation with "feelings
of melancholy, the idea of metamorphosis, the concept of the vague and
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the world of dreams (Rafols 1975, p. 21).

There developed in Symbolist

painting, as there did in literature, a conventional vocabulary of
objects, signs and symbols (butterflies, the woman, her hair, flowers).
Edward Lockspeiser states that Debussy was deeply affected by specific
trends in the visual arts:
We have much evidence showing that Debussy's musical and artistic
sensibility at this stage was a reflection of the theories of
the Art Nouveau movement. His conception of melody as an "arabesque"
was the direct musical counterpart of these theories (Lockspeiser
1962 /1978, p. 118).
Often the notion of the arabesque, which Debussy understood as
an undulant melodic line, recurs in his writing.

In an article he

wrote for La Ravue Blanche, May 1, 1901, he stated his regard for the
purely musical value of the arabesque, especially with regard to Bach:
The primitives— Palestrina, Vittoria, Orlando di lasso— made use
of this divine arabesque. They found the principle on which it
is based in Gregorian chant, and supported its delicate inter
lacings with firm counterpoint. Bach in taking over the arabes
que made it more supple, more fluid, and in spite of the severe
discipline which this great Master imposed on Beauty, she was
able to move freely with that ever-changing, ever-new fantasy
which still surprises us to this day. In Bach's music it is
not the character of the melody that moves us, but its curve.
Oftener still it is the parallel movement of several lines
whose meeting, be it fortuitous or unanimous, calls forth
emotion (Valias 1929/1967, p. 133).
Later he again wrote about Bach's works:
. . . the free play of sounds whose curves, parallel or contrary,
produced the wondrous efflorescence which adorns with imperish
able beauty the least of his countless works. It was in the days
of the adorable arabesque and thus music conformed to laws of
beauty inscribed in the whole movement of nature (Valias, p. 27).
The Symbolist ideal, as we have seen from the foregoing paragraphs,
gave Debussy new insight into the nature of music.

Not only did he use

texts of many poets who contributed to the Symbolist movement, but he
also applied Symbolist principles to music which resulted in the
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initiation of a new musical style.

Debussy united new conceptions of

melody, harmony, rhythm, color, tonality, and form into a personal
style wholly consistent with the aims of Symbolism.

Although Debussy

possessed revolutionary ideas right from the beginning of his musical
training, the crystallization of a Symbolist aesthetic did not come
until after Debussy returned from Rome (1887) and became directly
involved with Symbolist theories.

Alberto Pedro Rafols has this to

say about Debussy's aesthetic development:
. . . the crucial works which broke away from the old ways and
finally led to a Symbolist aesthetic were the "Cinq Podmes de
Baudelaire" and the "L'Apr^s-midi d'un Faune." From these two
works we can notice a drastic change of method and of aesthetic
aims whose origins were deeply rooted in Baudelaire's theories.
In fact, Debussy's setting of "Fleurs du Mai" (just after his
return from Rome) marked the beginning of his intense involve
ment with Symbolist poetry which he would continue until the
end of his life (Rafols 1975, p. 29).
Debussy's aesthetic theories were essentially Symbolist in
character, and by 1890 they were rather substantially formulated.

If

we look at the Cinq Poemes which were written in 1889 and published
in 1890, we can already see the mature Debussy.

Although the musical

language of these songs is Wagnerian, the aesthetic behind them is
already new.

Tonality is uncertain in "Le Jet d'eau" and "Recueille-

ment"; particularly in "Le Jet d'eau" we can observe the marking of a
decisive stage in the crystallization of Debussy's personal style and
"advanced" tendencies.

Look, for example, at the virtually traditional

harmonic sequence— dominant to tonic— in measures 22-25 of this song.
There is an augmented

chord followed by a chord of the ninth on the

tonic, with the result that the sonority of the second stands out still
more clearly.
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In addition, note the correspondence between the piano accompaniment
and nature (the fountain).
Fetes Galantes, series I (1892), is made up of three songs,
the words of which are taken from Verlaine's book containing twenty-two
short poems representing scenes or pictures.

The wide variety of

moods (sensuality, refinement, elegance, fantasy, gaiety, melancholy)
so gracefully and discreetly presented by Verlaine attracted Debussy
for reasons quite apparent.

Verlaine's poems lent themselves beautifully

to support with music, and Debussy is uncannily sensitive to the chang
ing sentiments of the text.

"En sourdine," the first of the song set,

illustrates how Debussy's compositional techniques reinforce the text.
In order to contribute to the muted effect, the voice makes use of the
lower register and declaims, often in a monotone, rarely rising to the
upper notes.

The pedals used by Debussy are designed to produce a somber

and blurred effect.

There is heard in the accompaniment a flute-like

arabesque (pentatonic) suggestive of the nightingale.

Not without

interest is this apparent correspondence between the piano accompani
ment and nature in many of Debussy's settings, particularly of Verlaine.
In poems dealing with nature, it seems Debussy often deliberately
encourages the associations of singer with poet and the wordless accom
paniment with nature's response.

"II pleure dans mon coeur" is another

song in which the accompaniment can be identified with nature; it depicts
the rain which is the basis of the poet's reflections.
In his Prelude a L'Apres-midi d'un faune, Debussy was again able
to remain in keeping with the Symbolist ideal of nebulous suggestion
and dreamlike evocation of mood.

The outline of the augmented fourth—

C# to G and back to C#— at the beginning of the piece makes for an
undefined tonality which remains throughout the work.

The tonal ambiguity

is reinforced by the rhythmic fluidity of the opening solo flute.

The

rhythm, which is extremely irregular and lacking in any definite, metri
cal beat, suggests an indefinite, hazy atmosphere.
Tri*S mo(i(rc,

Fig. 2.

Prelude a L'Apres-midi d'un faune, mm. 1-4.

The places where accents occur are constantly shifting;
shifts from 9/8 to 6/8, 12/8, 3/4 and 4/4.

also the meter

Thomas Munro goes on to

describe how:
. . . the effect of drowsiness is reinforced by the soft, mellow
tones of flute and strings, in a melting harmony where intervals
of pitch are also irregular and obscure. Strange chords are
heard for a moment, then lost at once. The solo flute suggests
a pastoral scene; a glissando for harp and low, murmuring accom
paniments for the strings suggest the flickering sunlight and
shadow of a forest clearing (Munro 1951, p. 100).

One outstanding feature of each of the poems just mentioned is
the presence of a multiplicity of images.

There is an imperceptible

flow of imagery, a process through which one image merges into another.
Debussy is so sensitive to this transfiguration of images that the
connection between the text and the music goes beyond a merely descrip
tive level, i.e., beyond music with a programmatic basis.

Rather, the

parallel is on a higher aesthetic plane in which there is the depiction
of subtle changes of moods, movements, and shiftings from the outer and
inner worlds.

In his musical settings of Baudelaire and Verlaine,

Debussy is keenly sensitive to the juxtaposition of outer and inner images
which resulted in a planned ambiguity in which the "real world" and the
"etat d'ame" were mixed and interchangeable.

Furthermore, Debussy applies

this same procedure of the mixing of the external and internal worlds
to his later instrumental compositions, hence the subtle shiftings from
one image to the next.
How was Debussy's music able to follow so closely the poetic
idea?

What new compositional devices allowed his music to be so inti

mately related with the aesthetic aims of Symbolism?

Some of these new

techniques were alluded to in the preceding discussion of the Baudelaire
and Verlaine songs and the orchestral Prelude. A more in-depth considera
tion of Debussy's technique will reveal a distinctive musical language.
The changes brought about by Debussy in the existing musical syntax made
for a personal, expressive idiom, an idiom possessed by Debussy alone.
Debussy needed a system which did not oppose the transformation of images
in his music.

His ideal was a music that would allow for subtle changes

in mood and imperceptible transitions from one image to another.

It is

for this reason that Debussy's music has a very ambiguous quality to it.

All of Debussy's innovations, therefore, have an aesthetic raison
d'£tre.
One of the compositional devices explored by Debussy included
certain harmonic innovations which expanded the concept of tonality.
He aimed to undermine the rigidity of the tonal system and thus enlarge
the range of harmonic expression.

Roland Nadeau, in his article,

"Debussy and the Crisis of Tonality," states that Debussy's harmonic
innovations were not his only contribution to twentieth-century compo
sition, though they were the most crucial (Nadeau 1979, p. 73).
Debussy's new tonal directions are crucial because they are a step fur
ther in the evolution of harmony.
The history of harmonic evolution from earliest times to the
present reveals a steady perception of the partials of any fundamental
tone.

The perception of the perfect fifth, the perfect fourth, and

the octave brought music from monophony to polyphony.

The long-

contested dissonances of the third and sixth soon came to be accepted
as consonant; these intervals were the supplemental factor needed to
form the triad and its inversions.

The perception of the next partial,

the minor seventh, paved the way for the dominant seventh chords.

By

the time of Wagner, the "dissonant" seventh and ninth chords were
treated as consonances and even as resolutions.

Already in Wagner's

music, chordal tensions, especially those of dominant function, often
did not resolve conventionally, and so the principle of tonic hegemony
within the major/minor tonal system was greatly weakened.

Along with

that, Wagner's endless chromatic modulation tried the ear's ability in
its retention of a single overriding tonic.

By the end of the
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nineteenth century even after Wagner, the underlying harmonic princi
ples of the age of Mozart were still admitted.

The work of Debussy

achieved harmonically that which was to be expected from any successor
of Wagner; he went a step further in the field of tonality, but he did
not completely relinquish the principles of tonality.
Since the chord is a crucial element in harmonic expression,
Debussy's treatment of it is extremely important.

It was through exper

imentation with extended chords that Debussy was gradually led to the
breakdown of the rigidity of the tonal system which he ardently sought.
His chordal structures laid the foundation for the tonal fluidity so
characteristic of his music.

Back in his Conservatoire days, Debussy,

during a conversation with his teacher Ernest Guirand, played a strange
array of chords at the keyboard.

Included in this group were chromati

cally altered sevenths and ninths progressing in an unconventional
manner.

D ebu ssy at th e p ia n o strikes these chords:

Fig. 3. Debussy played these chords at the piano.
Lockspeiser's Debussy: His Life and Mind, 1:207.)

(From Edward

This early experimentation with extended chords finally sought expres
sion in Debussy's compositions.
Debussy essentially came to view the chord as a group of sounds
able to function independently in a piece of music.

The classification
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of chords within a rigid harmonic system taught at the Conservatoire
seemed absurd to Debussy:
There is nothing more mysterious [said Debussy] than a perfect chord.
In spite of all theories, ancient and modern, we are not at all sure,
to begin with, that it is perfect or why another chord is condemned
as imperfect or dissonant. Music should free itself as quickly as
possible from the petty absurdities with which the Conservatoires
try to hamper it (Valias 1929/1967, p. 25).
As a result of his thinking in terms of sound categories, Debussy came
to regard each chord as equal.
this out.

His extensive use of parallelism bears

Any efforts to justify Debussy's chord sequences according to

the rules of traditional harmony cannot but prove unfruitful, for his
chords have no functional character; they are autonomous.
Debussy used chords of the seventh and ninth to create a feeling
of suspense.

The chord of the dominant ninth or, without, its funda

mental, the diminished seventh, is rich in tonal possibilities.

The

diminished seventh is by its nature tonally ambiguous; as a modulating
chord it may branch out into one of eight tonalities.

Instead of using

the seventh chord as a pivot chord or as a chord in establishing tonal
ity, he often links it to a chain of other seventh chords.

He used both

seventh (chiefly major seventh and dominant seventh) and ninth chords in
succession, and this is important in understanding the function of other
chords in Debussy's harmony.

The following example illustrates Debussy's

use of successive seventh chords to create a continuous feeling of sus
pense.

(See Figure 4 on the following page.)

A similar feeling of

rootlessness is created by the juxtaposition of common chords, each
belonging to a different tonality.

Debussy's concern with sound value

caused him to view the chord as a sonorous entity, and so Debussy used
parallel fifths (see Figure 5) and parallel octaves freely as well as
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parallel movement of common chords.

Parallel motion in Debussy's music

gives the effect of shifting chords, or harmonies which give the impres
sion of having "shifted" to another key.

Fig. 5.

Fetes Galantes (II), "Le Faune," mm. 4-6.

In order to facilitate distant modulations, Debussy also exer
cised freedom in the use of major and minor thirds, enharmony, and
chords which omit the third, i.e., superimposed fifths.

The opening

measures of "La Cathedrale engloutie" illustrate superimposed fifths in
parallel motion.
P ro fo n d d m e n t c a l m e

(dnns line bru m e doueement sonore)
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In effect, Debussy developed a chromatic, homophonic style that
retained tonic hegemony and at the same time broadened it tremendously
to accommodate a variety of tonal materials beyond major/minor.

By

refuting the absolute need for the resolution of dissonant chords and,
by extension, the need for the resolution of dissonant intervals,
Debussy was able to use all possible chromatic and diatonic harmonic
intervals, not as consonances or dissonances, but as part of a hier
archical system of vertical tensions subservient only to generating
chord roots.

In other words, Debussy utilized chromatically altered

chords, such as those based on the 7th, 9th, 11th and 13th intervals,
chromatically altered intervals, and he eliminated the need for their
resolution.

Roland Nadeau makes the following statements concerning

harmonic tensions in Debussy's music:
It is this elimination of the fixed need for chordal or intervallic resolution, this open-ended chordal concept resulting in
the free play of any chromatic interval above a root, that makes
up the chromatic homophony of Debussy's mature style. . . When
Debussy discovered that in a context of tonality the power of
a securely anchored, deep root would allow for any selection
from twelve possible chromatic tones above, with each chord or
interval open to all options, the way was open to entirely new
harmonic combinations. All dissonant extended chords, with all
possible chromatic alterations, were now possible, the composer
having the option to resolve or not to resolve (Nadeau 1979, pp.
72-73) .
Measures 46-48 in "La serenade interrompue" reveal the liberty Debussy
took to resolve his chords or not to.

The minor thirteenth chord on

the root E-natural resolves to an A minor triad in the following mea
sure.

However, its repetition (last beat of measure 47) does not resolve;

it simply dissolves.

(See figure 7 on following page.)
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Fig. 7.
mm. 43-53.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "La serenade interrompue,"

Sometimes Debussy makes simultaneous use of two or more diatonic
scales.

Bitonality and polytonality in Debussy's music is often the

result of rapid horizontal segments each in a different key (see "La
danse de Puck," Chapter V).

Sometimes a completely independent line is

superimposed above a neutral figure such as an ostinato or a trill in a
seemingly nonrelated key.

In this passage from Debussy's Sonate pour

Violoncelle et Piano (see Figure 8 on the following page), there is the
added dimension of independent triads moving horizontally above an
ostinato pattern which gives a polytonal effect.

As the first measure

in "Brouillards" illustrates, with its C major triad in the left hand
followed by the broken chord of E minor in the right, bitonality in
Debussy's music is frequently the result of chordal superimposition (see
Figure 9).
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Fig. 8.
mm. 57-62.

Sonate pour Violoncelle et piano, third movement,

Modere
extreinement egal et leger

Fig. 9.

Preludes, Deuxieme Livre, "Brouillards," m. 1.

Debussy further opened the door to those unconventional harmonies
which give to his music that characteristic tonal fluidity and ambiguity
through his use of the ancient modes and the pentatonic and whole-tone
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scales borrowed from the East.

To Debussy, who was seeking to escape

the tyranny of the major/minor sound, the medieval modes could not
but prove attractive.

His was a complete revaluation of their uses.

In the works of Debussy, these modes are nearly always transposed, and
do not confine their compass to an octave.

A marked preference is

shown for the Aeolian, Dorian and Phrygian modes.

Bars 9-10 in the

"Toccata" from Pour le Piano illustrate the use of the Dorian mode
with F# as the final.

Fig. 10.

Pour le Piano, "Toccata," mm. 9-10.

This "Toccata" is a good example of Debussy's use of modality to expand
the field of tonality; the tonality is constantly shifting and changing.
The first twenty-five measures alone show a change from Aeolian (measures
1-6), to Dorian (measures 9-12), to E major (13-20) to C# minor evolving
toward B major (21-25).
The Exposition of 1889, which took place in Paris to celebrate
the centenary of the French Revolution, held a special fascination for
Debussy.

It was at this time that he was exposed to a new world of

sonority— that of the Far East.

The hearing of various ethnic groups

from remote corners of the world— Java, Bali, Indo-China, Senegal—
naturally impressed Debussy greatly.

It influenced his style and
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creative imagination to such an extent that he assimilated various musi
cal elements from these native orchestras into his own musical language.
Though the pentatonic scale is popularly associated with Chinese music,
it is of great antiquity and is found throughout the Far East as well as
in various parts of Europe.
pentatonic scale.

Not sparingly does Debussy make use of the

Lockspeiser states that a study by Constantin Brailiu

lists no less than 182 examples of the use of pentatonic scales in the
complete works of Debussy (Lockspeiser 1962/1978, p. 233) .
In the opening bars from the piano prelude "La Fille aux Cheveux
de lin," Debussy uses the pentatonic scale in a quiet, charming sort of
way.

T r e » c til m e e t d o u c e m e n t e x p r e s w i f ( J = 86)

Fig. 11.
mm. 1-4.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "La Fille aux Cheveux de lin,"

In "Pagodes" from Estampes for piano, he exploits themes based
on the same scale to create an atmosphere of Chinese ritual music.

Fig. 12.

Estampes, "Pagodes," thematic material from mm. 11-14.
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The five-note scale is not limited in his music, however, to melodic
writing, nor to the five black keys of the piano.

Moreover, it is used

as harmonic clusters as well as in the horizontal flow of themes with
diatonic harmonies.
The whole-tone scale which divides the octave into six whole
tones (as in the sequence— C,D,E,F#,G#,A#,C) is limited to two in the
equal-tempered system.

Hence, its expressive scope is quite limited.

On the other hand, because this pattern lacks the half-tone distances
that lend character and direction to the major scale, it is extremely
resourceful as a means for passing almost imperceptibly from one key to
another without unduly emphasizing any particular one.

The whole-tone

scale would seem to have been designed for the express purpose of
blurring the precision of tonality.
Since Debussy aimed at a music which would allow for the subtle
transformation of images, the properties of the whole-tone scale surely
must have been prominent in his conscious mind.

His music shows a

strong affinity for this technique which permitted oscillations of key;
no one has successfully been able to imitate his delicate use of the
whole-tone scale.

"Voiles" is a model of the ambiguities in Debussy's

work of key relationships.

The piece opens with whole-tone thirds fol

lowed by a B-flat pedal so that right from the beginning no particular
tonality is established (see Figure 13 on the following page). This
feeling of tonal uncertainty is continued throughout the prelude by
means of the whole-tone scale.

Thus Debussy escaped the tonic-dominant

relationship arrived at through conventional modulations.

As Lockspeiser

points out, Debussy's methodology bears little resemblance to conven
tional modulations:
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Such static ambiguities of key [as illustrated in "Voiles"] have, of
course, an entirely different function from the dynamic function of
modulations. They are, as it were, modulations collapsed into a
single moment, deprived of their perspective (Lockspeiser 1962/1978,
p. 234).

M odere

Fig. 13.

( «^= 88)

Preludes, Premier Livre, "Voiles," mm. 1-9.

A final aspect of the characteristic tonal fluidity in Debussy's
music that will be briefly mentioned is his very widespread use of
pedal-points.
voices.

They are placed in the bass, middle voices, or top

They are sometimes employed on tonic or dominant; but the clas

sical usage is extended to include all notes of the tonality, and fur
ther, to notes belonging to a separate tonality from that of other
levels of the piece.

Rhythmically we find that these pedals are some

times held, sometimes very active.

Also, a whole chord may be involved

instead of the traditional voice (see the following figure).

Thus,

Debussy's treatment of pedals is greatly extended as is his treatment of
other harmonic devices.
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Tre* lent

Plus lent

Fig. 14.

Preludes, Deuxieme Livre, "Canope," mm. 30-33.

All the techniques thus far mentioned contributed to a tonality
which was implied, a music which floated in a borderland between keys.
Although an underlying sense of key is always maintained, Debussy aimed
at obscurity and suppleness in his key relationships.

Tonal fluidity

in Debussy's music is a technical aspect that he employed to achieve
a goal similar to that of the Symbolist poets.

Fluidity in the poetic

message was manifest through innovations in metric form and the trans
formation of outer and inner images (one image merging into another by
a procedure of "unconscious" transfiguration).

All of this meant an

easy and successive flow of ideas, images and sounds, which is what
Debussy also desired to achieve in his music.

Furthermore, the ambiguity

of key relationships in Debussy is related to that technique of the poets
in which they employed obscure and suggestive language to imply rather
than directly state.

The aim was to evoke a mood.

Debussy's music reflects the concept of fluidity not only in his
harmonic innovations, but also through his innovations in musical form.
Just as Verlaine contributed to poetry the introduction of new metrical
forms, so Debussy introduced to music a new concept of form.

The neces

sity in Symbolist poetry for poetic images to be transformed and float
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freely required that the poetic idea not be restricted to a form, and
thus the old metric forms were destroyed.

Debussy, likewise, was con

cerned that his music allow for the free interplay and transformation
of poetic images, that image representations float freely and sometimes
illogically according to his imagination.
always at the service of his imagination.)

(Debussy's technique is
In order that, the process

of multiplicity of images be uninhibited, the older musical forms with
their conventional developments could not be maintained.

The realiza

tion by Debussy of this fact is among his greatest contributions to
music.

In fact, as Lockspeiser says:

The distinctive achievement of Debussy was not so much his novel,
ambiguous harmony; it was his recognition of the fact that since
an advanced stage in harmonic development had been reached the
older forms of music could not be maintained (Lockspeiser 1965/
1978, pp. 230-231.
The idea of stereotyped forms was repudiated by Debussy.

He

believed that a form in music should be individual, created or at all
events adapted by each one for his own use.

For Debussy this meant

the composition of pieces whose form was determined by the underlying
poetic idea.

Each work, then, demanded its special form.

Moreover,

Debussy's specialization in short lyric forms is a manifestation of
his hatred of rhetoric and eloquence.

(Verlaine viewed length as being

part of eloquence, and so his poems are typically short.)

The catalogue

of Debussy's music contains a preponderance of relatively brief piano
pieces and songs, with very few long works.
The form in most of his works partakes of elements of rondo
form and of first movement sonata form, but these forms are evolutions
of former forms— adaptations, not copies.

Why not use classical termin

ology to describe the Debussyan form in spite of his adaptations?

The
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answer lies in the fact that the conception of the sonata (or of the
rondo) carries with it a rigid set of rules as to keys, number of themes,
repetitions of materials, types of cadences, and relative lengths of
sections.

Since Debussy did not adhere to the traditional rules of

thematic development, it is impossible to label Debussy's most prevalent
forms "sonata" or "rondo."

He viewed the logical development in the

works of Mozart, Beethoven and Wagner as being based on a mechanical
procedure.

Debussy's form, however, is not without discipline, but

instead of being subjected to a traditional set of rules, it is subjected
to the reverberations from within himself.

It is made fluid and supple

in order to allow for the continuous flow of images throughout.
Prelude a L'Apres-midi d'un faune may be represented as an A B A*
form since the musical structure is based on a number of variations of
an opening theme which is present in the outer sections but absent in
the central section.

Nevertheless, the orchestral Prelude illustrates

Debussy's preference for the impact of isolated, sensuous chords and
fragmentary themes pursued in improvisatory fashion which contribute
to an indefiniteness of form.

The orchestral triptych Nocturnes, like

wise, has an amorphous character; each of the three pieces illustrates
Debussy's use of a theme or motif as a method of composition.
Thematic development for Debussy basically meant that technique
in which the motif was transformed in an uninterrupted and continuous
manner.

Edward Lockspeiser says the following in relation to Debussy's

method of composition:
The motif is the generating design or symbol. How it pro
ceeds to acquire a form is so much an internal matter that
any kind of formal analysis is bound to be inadequate (Lock
speiser 1965/1978, p. 244).
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And as Jarocinski points out, Debussy himself was concerned that an
outstanding feature of his music be that of an undulating theme; he
quotes Debussy as saying:
I would like to see, and I will succeed myself in producing,
music which is entirely free from "motifs," or rather consist
ing of one continuous "motif" which nothing interrupts and
which never turns back on itself. Then we shall have a logi
cal development, concise and deductive; there will be no hasty
and superfluous "padding" between two repetitions of the same
"motif" which will be a characteristic and essential part of
the work. The development will no longer be a purely material
amplification, a rhetorical exercise performed by a well-taught
professional, but will have a wider and, indeed psychic, sig
nificance (Jaroncinski 1966 /1976, p. 103).
There is, therefore, logical cause and effect in Debussy's music, but
not in the traditional sense.
How is Debussy's method one of logical development?

In order

to answer that question, we need to understand Debussy's principle of
transformation and how he uses repetition to achieve logical cause and
effect.

Frequently, Debussy repeats one-, two-, or four- measure groups.

Sometimes, the repetition is slightly varied, sometimes without varia
tion.

A good example of how Debussy uses repetition to give logical

cohesion and unity in the transformation process is the prelude "Les
sons et les parfums tournant dans l'air du soir."

The opening motif

in the first measure is repeated, the repetition being a variation of
the first.

The fall of the fourth is repeated several times in the

first four measures until it gives birth to the slightly varied figure
in measure four.

The seventh and eighth measures are a repetition of

the preceding two, again with variation.

Measures 11 and 12 are simi

larly a repetition of measures 9 and 10 with the motif therein being
varied by transposition.

In addition, there is the repetition of the

low A which produces a pedal-point, another characteristic feature of
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Debussy's style.
M o d o r e ( J s 84)

E n a n lm a n t un peu

Fig. 15. Preludes, Premier Livre, "Les sons et les parfurns
tournant dans l'air du soir," mm. 1-13.

Debussy employed the motif in all his mature works.

In the

music drama Pelleas et Melisande based on a play by Maeterlinck, we
can see that Debussy's use of motifs are often fragmentary; they
change according to the situation, the atmosphere of the moment, and
the state of mind of the principle characters.

The motif that identi

fies Pelleas, for example, never appears twice in exactly the same form.
There are motifs which intermingle and change color and consistency.
There are others which appear only once.

This is all part of Debussy's

process of transformation where fragmentary themes melt and merge,
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disappear and sometimes reappear.

Debussy sought to avoid the clarity

which Wagner aimed at in his use of the Leitmotif.

Instead he aimed

at musical symbols that were not too transparent in order to maintain
the obscure and ambiguous significance of men, things, and situations.
The arabesque-like theme at the beginning of the second act of Pelleas
does not imitate the sound of the fountain in the garden, but suggests
fluidity in general and a certain freshness.
it could suggest something entirely different.

In other circumstances
Therefore, Debussy

desired that his motifs be used not to imitate, but to suggest a mood,
a feeling or thought.

In this way he gradually liberated music from

the dense layers of traditional symbols, and thus restored to music
its ambiguity.
This particular developmental procedure— the transformation of
the motif— brings us back to Debussy's initial concept of form.

The

motif was free to be transformed at the whim of the imaginative composer,
because Debussy could not conceive of his music as something that is
poured into a rigid mould of perfect balance and symmetry; the supple
ness and fluidity of Debussy's forms is what allowed for the continuous
flow of one musical idea to the next.
The important role of the motif must not cause us to neglect
another element of composition which figures in very closely— melody
in Debussy's music.

Debussy never abandons the continuous melodic line.

Even when he gives a major, nearly self-sufficient role to a motif, beware
of not noticing that long melodic line from which that apparently lone
motif is issued, or to which it is proceeding.

What Debussy so greatly

admired in Bach's music was his fluid and supple treatment of melody;
he desired that same melodic fluidity in his own music.

The Deux
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Arabesques of 1888 possess in embryo important characteristics of
Debussy's treatment of line.

Once the rigid tonal rules and regu

lations as to form were submerged, Debussy could transcend the fixed
line and let it flow into light and sinuous arabesques.

The "Prelude"

from Suite Pour le Piano is close in conception to the "divine arabesque
of Bach" with its constant motion and continuous line.

In Prelude a

L'Apres-midi d'un faune, a single arabesque (the opening theme) furnishes
all the linear material for the entire piece.
Melody and harmony seem to interchange in Debussy's music.

There

is a merging, blending, melting of one into the other so that in a sequence
of shifting harmonies the melody sometimes can be found not so much in
the outer parts as in the inner.

The texture is such that harmony some

times is really a thickening out of the melody.

In the following passage

from "Soiree dans Grenade" we hear a succession of sound groups, just
as in a melody we hear a succession of individual notes.

Fig. 16.

Estampes, "Soiree dans Grenade," mm. 29-30.

Another area in which Debussy desired fluidity was in his treat
ment of rhythm.

Debussy believed that in order for music to capture

the sense of movement in nature, its rhythms had to be free and bound
less like the rhythm of nature.

One way in which he gave his music

a free, unstifled rhythm of its own was by veiling the beat.

In dis

cerning Debussy's intentions with regard to rhythm, we must lay aside
our preconceived notions of meter and of the bar-line as other than a

measure of evolving time, for in Debussy the rhythms are irregular.
Very rarely is there any definite metrical beat; accents occur at
changing intervals.

Throughout the First Arabesque, for instance, it

must be clearly kept in mind that the rhythm is frequently non-metric;
main accents may occur on any of the four beats, and not on the socalled downbeats.

Debussy often makes use of changing or shifting

meters as well as simultaneous use of two differently accented rhythms
(polyrhythm).

A section from "Toccata" from Pour le Piano exemplifies

this counterpoint of rhythm.

Fig. 17.

Pour le Piano, "Toccata," mm. 115-116.

Rhythmic fluidity, then, was another compositional device used
by Debussy to facilitate an uninterrupted flow of sound.

Ambiguous

tonalities, supple melodies with their generating motifs, and fluctuat
ing rhythms— all these elements were skillfully combined and placed
within a subservient form to create a music which allowed for the free
transformation of the peotic idea.
Debussy frequently makes use of the element of silence in his
music.

Concerning the composition of Pelleas et Melisande, he wrote

to Chausson:
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I have made use, quite spontaneously, of a medium which I
think has rarely been used, that of silence, as an expres
sive element which is perhaps the only way in which the
emotion of a phrase can be conveyed (Jarocinski 1966 /1976,
p. 152).
And, indeed, Debussy's music is permeated with expressions of silence.
He seems to be listening to the mysteries of life and of death as his
music (almost all of it) emerges from silence, fades away at times,
and then relapses once more into silence.

Debussy himself said: "Music

is made for the inexpressible, and I should like it to seem to rise
from the shadows and indeed sometimes return to them."

Debussy shows

a marked preference for pianissimos and pianos; it can fairly be said
that Debussy reduced the dynamics of music.

"Nuages," for example,

ends with a pppp on the strings; in other words, the music dematerializes;
in the same way, the waves at the end of "Reflets dans l'eau" are faded
out until they return to the shadows from which they emerged.

The ele

ment of silence in L'Apres-midi helps to reproduce the myriad sensations
of forgotten dreams; this amounts to a new musical definition of the
unconscious.

In "Fetes" a gay celebration emerges from the shadows.

The spirit, as Oscar Thompson describes, is one of high revelry when
suddenly there is a hush in the gay swirl of the celebrants as a vision
ary procession approaches.

It draws nearer and then the vision passes

leaving the celebrants to resume their merrymaking as in the beginning,
"and the music dies away, leaving, like Pelleas et Melisande, the after
glow of a 'dream within a dream'" (Thompson 1937 /1967, p. 320).
These are just a few examples illustrating Debussy's preoccupa
tion with the borderland between life and death, the conscious and the
unconscious, through his use of silence in his music.

The poetry deal

ing with such incomprehensible mysteries (Baudelaire, Verlaine, Mallarme)
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must have made a profound impression on Debussy, for its influence can
be observed at every stage in his music.

CHAPTER V

REPRESENTATIVE PIECES

The crystallization of Debussy's Symbolist aesthetic which
began to occur around 1889 is evident in his keyboard works as well
as his other compositions.

The difference in style and content is

/
very marked between the Deux Arabesques of 1888 and theDouze Etudes
of 1915.

In other words, there is a break from the old ways that came

about as a result of Debussy's intense involvement with Symbolist
poetry, and the piano works bear witness to this change.

Suite Berga-

masque (1890) possesses some of the characteristics of Debussy's
mature style with its fresh melodic, harmonic and rhythmic elements.
Composed in 1901, Suite Pour le piano shows a definite hardening of
Debussy's individual style; by this time his aesthetic ideas have
been well formulated which is why we see in this suite the piano's
liberation from limitations of texture which had crystallized over
three-quarters of a century.

It seeks the hard discipline of Bach,

yet this vital work enormously extended the instrument's potentiali
ties through novel developments in rhythm and harmony.

After years

of gestation, a turning point is reached with the Estampes of 1903.
The ever-increasing ability of Debussy to transform into music the
most abstract vision is clearly evident here, for the essence of the
visions of an oriental city of pagodas, an evening in Granada, and
gardens in the rain is set in strong^perspective.
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The very fact that Debussy became preoccupied with the piano
during the years from 1900 to 1915 is an interesting development in
itself and is worthy of investigation.

Debussy (along with Ravel)

saw the illusory quality that was unique to the piano; the most
mechanical of instruments was also the most evocative.
can be blended and sustained by means of the pedal.
by its nature, a quality of indefiniteness.

Piano tones

The piano has,

The styles of both Chopin

and Liszt were based on a realization of the fact that as the hammer
strikes the strings, the notes are created percussively and their dura
tion can, therefore, only be maintained artificially.

This illusory

quality of the piano was boldly developed by Debussy.

The evocative

appeal of the piano lay in its ability to produce a kind of transparent
sonority obtained by attacking a note in a certain way, without force,
and then prolonging the sound with the pedal after lifting the finger
from the key.

The mechanical piano, a mere "box of hammers and strings,"

was to be viewed as an instrument without hammers, relates one of
Debussy's pupils, Marguerite Long.

Furthermore, he encouraged his

students to caress rather than strike the keys in order to maintain
the impression that the piano was not a piano, but an instrument that
drew music from vibrations in the air, or could project myriads of
little sounds by means of a blurring, ambiguous technique.

To the

pianist-composer, the pedal was essential in achieving effects of
atmosphere and color; it is for this reason that a complete mastery
of pedal technique is essential to the pianist who aspires to play
his music.
In the present chapter, we will examine specific piano pieces
from Debussy's mature period in an effort to further our understanding

of how Debussy applied certain literary principles to his music.

In

the fashioning of the twenty-four preludes, Debussy again showed his
hatred of eloquence and rhetoric.

This Symbolist characteristic is

applied by Debussy as he continued the natural evolution of the prelude
form.

Chopin took it from its classical position as a preliminary

movement or introduction to the main body of a composition and gave
it the completeness of a single, independent movement.

Debussy fur

ther endowed the independent prelude with a poetic and imaginative
role and added a complexity of materials and a completeness of form
which, without losing its essential characteristic of brevity, brought
the prelude to its highest point of development.
Douze Preludes, Premier Livre was published in 1910; Douze
Preludes, Deuxieme Livre was published in 1913.

Debussy shares his

reactions and impressions to a wide variety of subjects in these two
volumes.

He evokes moods and makes suggestions taking care not to

destroy the mystery.

In order to make it clear that the music is of

first importance and to allow for the free play of the imagination,
Debussy places the titles of the preludes at the end of each piece as
a sort of afterthought.

Nevertheless, it is significant that Debussy

entitled each of the twenty-four preludes and that most of his works
are provided with titles.

Often, the inspirational source behind a

particular piece is reflected in its title; equally often, we find
that the enigmatic title barely gives a hint of the origin of the ideas,
thus creating a planned ambiguity.

It seems that Debussy's titles serve

as a vehicle to transport the imagination of the listener to a plateau
where he could properly grasp the message being hinted at.

Rafols lists seven preludes that are directly related to liter
ature, i.e., their inspirational source stems from a literary work:
1.

"Les sons et les parfums tournent dans l'air du soir"
is a line taken from Baudelaire's poem "Harmonie du soir."

2.

"La fille aux cheveux de lin" was inspired by the poem of
the same name by the Symbolist writer, Leconte de Lisle
(Poemes Antiques: Chansons Ecossaises) .

3.

"La Cathedrale engloutie" is based on oral literature, a
legend.

4.

"Les fees sont d'exquises danseuses" is a line from J. M.
Barrie's Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens, 1906 (French
edition, Peter Pan: Les Jardins de Kinsington, 1907 and
1911).

5.

"Hommage It S. Pickwick Esq. P.P.M.P.C." involves Samuel
Pickwick, a character in Dicken's Pickwick Papers.

6.

"La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune" derives its
origin either from Pierre Loti's book, L'Inde sans les
Anglais, in which he describes the terraces holding
counsel at moonlight, or from a letter written by Ren£
Puau to the newspaper, Le Temps where he describes the
Dunbar ceremonies for the coronation of George V as
Emporer of India— "...the hall of victory, the hall
of pleasure, the garden of the sultanesses, the terrace
for moonlight audiences..."

7.

"La Danse de Puck" is inspired by Shakespeare's A Mid
summer Night's Dream.

"La Danse de Puck" is a musical characterization of that capri
cious fairy, Puck.

In this prelude Debussy takes us to a dream world

which in itself is a characteristic preoccupation of the Symbolist
poets, and then vividly depicts the mischievous nature of one of the
characters therein.

One moment he is tripping lightly through the

forest, vanishing, reappearing, in the next moment a little serious,
but then resumes his light-hearted teasing.

This piece illustrates

Debussy's subtle use of fragmentary themes or motifs.

The first motivic

theme (measures 1-2) contains the characteristic interval of the fourth.

Fig. 18.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "La Danse de Puck," nun. 1-3.

John Robert Ringgold says that in the family of motives which
contains an exposed perfect fourth, that interval is associated with
innocence and the childlike; this could certainly apply to our impish
but not really bad little elf.

Ringgold has done an interesting study

in which he traces linear musical elements from Debussy's early songs
to his later compositions.

He observes that Debussy's treatment of

linear materials led to the attachment of a symbolic connotation to
particular motifs:
The fact remains that in Debussy's instrumental music not only
is motive most often found, but the motive itself arises from
previous compositions in which it was given symbolic connotations.
It would seem that Debussy, in effect, did not divest his music
of the symbol, but he came rather to strip from the symbol itself
any mystique, and to clarify its dynamic (Ringgold 1972, p p . 375376) .
This is especially interesting in light of how characteristic themes
used by the Symbolist poets became recognizable as literary conventions.
We can certainly see Debussy's principle of motivic transformation
in this prelude.

The first theme is repeated two times, each a slight

variation of the original.

In measure six we are introduced to a short,

more pungent motif that gives us the impression of a distant trumpet
call.

Measures ten and eleven are an exact repetition of the preceding

two measures, illustrating once again Debussy's tendency to repeat two-,

three-, or four-measure phrases.

This is followed by a transitional

section leading into the next fragmentary theme (measure 18).

In

effect, Debussy’s original motif is transformed until there is a veri
table rebirth of it into a new thematic grouping.

In measures 41 and 43

the motif with the value of muted brass reappears in varied form.
The motivic fragment is ubiquitous in Debussy.

The motivic frag

ment in measures 49-52 is reminiscent of the previous theme at measure
18.

Notice the bitonal transitions (measures 55-56, 59-60) leading to

restatements in varied form of the initial motif.
fragments in measures 74 and 76.

Note also the motivic

As we near the end of the piece, we

see how Debussy further carries out this rapid mirroring of motivic
fragments, for in bars 91-94 fragments from three essential motivic sec
tions are skillfully combined together.

The last two measures illus

trate horizontal bitonality as the rapid segments (see figure) of five
notes move from A-flat major to E major, to A-flat major to E major, and
finally to C minor.

This prelude with its quick, flexible quality,

runs, ornamental figures (trills, appoggiaturas), constant shiftings and
sudden interruptions vividly depicts the true personality of Puck.

Fig. 19.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "La Danse de Puck," mm. 94-96.

The importance of nature in Debussy's aesthetic has already
been described in Chapter IV.

Remember that the concern with nature

can be traced back to the beginnings of the nineteenth century; Poe
and Baudelaire can be credited with the intensive fostering of these
ideas through their literature.

Their treatment of nature is based

on the assumption that nature should reflect inner feelings.

The

Symbolist poets capitalized on this assumption through the fusion of
the outer and inner ("etat d'ame") worlds in their literature.

Debussy'

concept of nature, as we have seen, was intimately related to that of
the Symbolists.

He believed that music was not intended to reproduce

nature more or less exactly, but to receive the mysterious accord that
exists between nature and the imagination.

Debussy was certainly one

musician who read the book of Nature and desired that his music serve
as a vehicle for portraying that accord between nature and the imagina
tion.

Note the number of preludes that have to do with nature:
Voiles
Le vent dans la plaine
Les sons et les parfums tournent dans l'air du soir
Les collines d'Anacapri
Des pas sur la neige
Ce qu'a vu le vent d'Ouest
La Cathedrale engloutie
Brouillards
Feuilles mortes
Bruyeres
La terrasse des audiences du clair de lune
Ondine
Anacapri, a small city on the island of Capri, hangs 1600 feet

up on one of the many abrupt hills of this island, and can be approached
by a stairway of 552 steps or small, coiled roads.

Only five-and-a-half

square miles, the island of Capri is located in the Bay of Naples and
is known for its beauty and joyous spirit.

In "Les collines d'Anacapri,
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Debussy brilliantly evokes the mood associated with this place and
recaptures the essence of its landscape— the dazzling sunshine, the
azure sea and sky, and the blatant hills.
At the beginning there is an effect of resonance which gives
the impression of distant bells vibrating through the air.

A motivic

fragment from a succeeding theme (bars 14-24) is immediately intro
duced, and it is followed by an extension of the bell-like motif.
These first few bars illustrate the role of "agogia" in Debussy's
music, an understanding of which is essential for effective perform
ance of his music.

As it relates to Debussy, agogia has to do with

the subtle use of rallentando and accelerando, of tempo rubato, the
dwelling on certain notes, as well as rests, breathing signs and fermatas.

V l f (J'rrISi)

Fig. 20.
mm. 1-8.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "Les collines d'Anacapri,"
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The first six measures of this fifth prelude make use of such inter
pretive aspects as accelerando, rallentando, the dwelling on certain
notes, and breath marks, as the preceding figure shows.
Dance elements are apparent in "Les collines d'Anacapri" as
they are in "La Danse de Puck."

According to E. Robert Schmitz,

the rhythmic nature and fast pulse of the first theme (measures 1224) suggest a tarantella, a dance which is supposed to have originated
as a cure for the bite of tarantulas.

The melody of the tarantella

gives way to a popular tune heard above the pulse of the dance.
is the second theme, measures 31-39.)

(This

From the standpoint of unity,

the bell motif which recurs in diminution in measure 43 is of great
importance.

Following a further popular melody, more amorous in char

acter, the bell motif paves the way for the restatement of the first
theme.

Debussy combines his musical ideas so that they become fused

one into the other (bars 74-80) and transformed one into the other (8096) in the same way that the poets allowed for the transformation of
images in their writing.
An old Breton legend was the inspiration for one of Debussy's
most imaginative and mystic works.

This legend of Brittany describes

how the Cathedrale of Ys, engulfed in the fourth or fifth century
"because of the impiety of its inhabitants," rises out of the sea at
sunrise in order to be seen as an example to others.
Cathedrale engloutie,"

In his "La

Debussy combines the enchantment of this wide

spread and strongly-believed-in tale with his equally strong pagan
rite of the sea.

Debussy had a particular attraction to the sea.

mer notre m^re et tous," he declared.

The sea as a symbol of the

primordial mother-figure to whom all men return at the end of their

"La
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earthly lives was part of the psychology of Edgar Allan Poe, and this
idea persisted in the writings of the Symbolist poets.
Debussy's expressive markings give us an extra dimension on
the mood he intends; his tempo and expressive markings, along with
his titles, often reveal poetic inspiration.

In "La Cathedrale

engloutie," Debussy deliberately uses words which will help evoke the
proper mood.

The marking at the beginning, "dans une brume doucement

sonore" (in a gently sonorous haze), suggests the atmospheric haze
that one encounters in a dream.

Further on in the piece (measures 14-

15), Debussy directs the performer to play the chords "sans nuances,"
which is suggestive of a bland, almost expressionless region— the bleak
borders of the imagination.
Modal influences are strongly apparent in this prelude.

The

harmonic and melodic intervals emphasized throughout are the octaves,
fourths, fifths and seconds.

Debussy's treatment of these harmonies

resembles a medieval procedure known as organum, in which a melody
was harmonized by another which ran parallel to it at a distance of a
fourth or fifth.

There is no denying the powerful archaic images that

Debussy creates by means of the modal harmony, which prevails throughout
the piece, and by means of the use of an organum-like style.

(E. Robert

Schmitz invites a comparison of typical church arches with the varied
forms found on the score.

He notes that there are very few measures

which do not contribute to graphic representation of one form of arch
or another [Schmitz 1950/1966, p. 156]).

The persistent depiction of

resonant metallic sounds (bells) is another effect that Debussy utilizes
to produce the psychological associations that we have concerning a
cathedral.

Our concept of the Debussyan use of superimposed major
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seconds to evoke the sound of bells is reaffirmed in this work.

Fig. 21.
mm. 42-45.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "La Cathedrale engloutie,"

In the Symbolist tradition, bells announce the twilight and approaching
night; and Debussy maintains this symbolic association in this prelude
as he evokes the sound of the bells to announce the return of the Cathe
dral to its underwater chambers, and then gives the impression of muf
fled bells which are still tolling as the Cathedral settles to the
bottom of the sea.
The three main motifs in "La Cathedrale engloutie" are very rep
resentative in nature.

First there is the bell-like motif; this motif

is heard right at the beginning of the piece and is prevalent through
out.

It takes varied forms, from the single sonorous chord slightly

stressed and held with the pedal to give the impression of resonating
bell harmonies (bar 17), to the repeated sounding of a single tone
(6-12), to the sounding of individual tones in succession (40-41).

In

measure 5 the sound of the bell is followed by the Gregorian motif
(plainsong treated in medieval organum), which in turn is succeeded by a
further sounding of the bells on the E octave (see Figure 22).

The

plainsong motif heard three times in measures 1-5 is in fragmentary form.
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Fig. 22.
mm. 5-12.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "La Cathedrale engloutie,"

In measures 14-15, it is enlarged upon, and in the ensuing measures (16—
27) it is further developed until at measure 28 this motif is fully
stated.

At this point Debussy substitutes warm parallel triads for the

gutted chords of the opening reminding us more of fauxbourbon than
organum.

Here is the climax as the sonorous color of C major heralds

the rising of the Cathedral into full view.
Not only are there motifs which can be associated with a cathe
dral, but there are also motifs which characterize the equally strong
force of the sea.
bass.

The impression of the sea is generally given in the

The sustained chords in the lower register at the beginning (1-15)

give the impression of a calm sea.

At measure 16 we have the first indi

cation of movement in the waters as the pedals become more active and
begin to rock up and down (see Figure 23).

Then, activity in the bass

becomes more agitated suggestive of a stronger tide.

Finally, with the
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pedal-point on the low C, we see the waters strong and supportive of the
majestic church.

As the Cathedral begins to sink beneath the waves, the

Gregorian chant is heard "expressif et concentre."

The changers,

together with the bells, manage one final exhortation (59-62) before the
Cathedral disappears beneath the engulfing waves.
P r u a p e n 10ria n t rfc la brum e

Fig. 23.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "La Cathedrale engloutie,"

m. 16.

The sea motif now takes the form of a flowing ostinato to suggest
calm, gently rolling waves (see Figure 24).

From the depth we hear the

bells and the Gregorian chant as at the beginning and the apparition
dissolves into the mist from which it came.

Fig. 24.
mm. 72-74.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "La Cathedrale engloutie,"

This prelude certainly illustrates Debussy's subtle use of the
evocative qualities of the piano.

By means of his exploitation of the

piano overtones, the use of the pedal to blur together all kinds of
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diatonic combinations of notes and the use of parallelism to create a
feeling of rootlessness, Debussy manifests a blurring and ambiguous
technique largely unknown in earlier periods.

All these elements,

in the case of "La Cathedrale engloutie," serve to create the illusion
of a cathedral seen hazily through a depth of water.
Two earlier piano pieces further showing that water was a
favorite nature element for Debussy are "Jardins sous la pluie" from
Estampes (1903) and "Reflets dans l'eau" from Images I (1905).

To

help open the door of our imagination to the French scene of "gardens
in the rain," Debussy has chosen segments of two of the nursery rounds
most popular with French children.

These two children's songs consti

tute the two themes of the entire piece.

"Dodo, 1'enfant do" is the

first theme developed as a whole and in fragments in the large opening
section (bars 1-56).

A rainstorm seldom begins in sheets of water, and

Debussy is mindful of this.

The first few measures give us the impres

sion of light sprinkles of water.

Net et vif

The somber color of the opening portion, attributable to the minor
modality, gives the impression of the heavy atmosphere of a sultry
Parisian sky.

Debussy's alternate use of four modal materials— minor,

major, whole-tone, and chromatic— is very discreet in helping to effect
the beginnings of a storm, its mounting force and subsequent decline.
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Used in close contrast, the whole-tone idiom (section beginning at
measure 56) and the chromatic idiom (section beginning at measure 64)
vividly portray the mounting force of the storm.

By the same token,

several fragments of the diminishing storm and the sparkling brilliance
of the end are attributable to the major tonality.
In this piece, as in "La Danse de Puck," we encounter the inter
val of the perfect fourth; both of the folk tunes used contain an
exposed perfect fourth.
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Fig. 26.

"Dodo, 1'enfant do"

Fig. 27.
plus au bois"

"Nous n'irons

The association in Debussy's music of the perfect fourth with
innocence and the childlike carries over in "Jardins sous la pluie"
with the picture of fresh garden flowers, the watering and washing of
the rain, and the return of the brilliant sun reflecting on the many
clean surfaces of the still wet leaves and flowers.

John R. Ringgold

suggests that the folk songs are not treated as quotations, but are
brought together in circumstances suggested verbally by the poetic title.
He points out from a passage in the opening section (measures 16-23)
how Debussy integrally relates the melodic contours of the two tunes.
Debussy chose to organize his melody in this way in order "to present
intervallic relationships which counter the perfect fourths and stepwise
movement of the two folk tunes upon which the work is based (Ringgold
1972, p. 349).

Thus, Debussy retains the motivically relevant contour

of the first tune— a contour similarly relevant to the second of the
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two folk tunes.

In this way, the tunes are given a relationship which

is substantive to the work, and hence, they take on a symbolic nature.
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Fig. 28.

Thematic material from mm. 16-23.

An examination of the use of the two folk songs throughout this
work will reveal the sense in which they are symbolic.

After the first

theme has been treated at length as a whole and in fragments to evoke
the atmosphere of subtle and sudden shiftings in the confirmed storm,
the second theme enters "en se caimant" so as to suggest a letting up
of the rains and a peering of the sun through the clouds.

The second

theme is interrupted by a return of the first (measures 83-89), but
then in measure 90 the second theme representing the sunshine reasserts
itself.

Following the transition of bars 100-111, the rain motif

returns as if to suggest a final downpour, which in turn is followed
by a final clap of thunder suggested by the transition (116-121) in
the form of a violent outburst of descending tones in the color of
diminished seventh chords.
droplets,

And then against the low rumble, a few rain

(see figure 29 on the following page.)
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Fig. 29.

Estampes, "Jardins sous la pluie," mm. 122-125.

A fragment of the sunshine motif appears in diminution (bars 126132) preceding the "eclatant" statement (133) of this theme suggestive
of a brilliant, laughing sun now seen in its totality through the passing
clouds.

The alternate uses of the first and second motifs (136-150)

evoke an atmosphere of sparkling sunlight reflected on the many wet
surfaces and in the water droplets as they fall from the leaves and
petals.

Finally, with the rain motif in the right hand and the sun

shine motif in the left hand, and in augmentation, we build to a bril
liant climax of triumphant sunshine.
The Symbolists writers were concerned with movement; in litera
ture this quality is intimately related to the emphasis on the dynamic
quality of the word.

The inherent properties of the word were a major

concern of the Symbolist poets.

Consequently, it is only natural that

movement is considered by many as one of the primordial qualities and
contributions made by these writers.

Debussy was, likewise, concerned

with static and dynamic elements in his music.

We can see from the

ever-present pedal points and "floating" quasi-immobile chords separat
ing dynamic linear textures the composer's concern for what "moves" and
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what does not.

Moreover, the ideas of reflection and movement in water,

one of the root sources of inspiration in Symbolist poetry, held a spe
cial fascination for Debussy.

Was it not Debussy who said, "Music is

the expression of the movement of the waters"?

"Reflets dans l'eau" is

a good illustration of the important role that movement played in
Debussy's aesthetic, for in this piece the sensitive artist recreates
geometrically the motion of water as he yet portrays its poetry,
simplicity, and ever-changing animation.
The variation technique in which the two main themes, in frag
ments or whole, undergo all the developments of mirroring, inversion,
augmentation, diminution and imitation is employed not as an end in
itself.

Rather, this technique with all its developments is used in

strict subservience to the imaginary purpose at hand, to the poeticemotional climate of the composer's conception.

The thematic motives,

therefore, and their unfolding variations form a unified basis for the
varied opalescence of play of light and water, the concentric ripples of
drops in the water, in short, the infinite nuances of reflections on the
water.
The opening measures of "Reflets dans l'eau" exemplify the simul
taneity of decorative and expressive elements in Debussy's music.

Here

we see decorative, floating chords over the sustained, expressive, iso
lated motif shown in quarter-notes, and both above the reconciliatory
pedal-tone line (see Figure 30).

The contrapuntal texture of measures

1-8 is one of aquatic fluidity with its liquid sonorities and the muf
fled thuds of three notes, overlaid and blurred with these drowsy har
monies.

The three notes heard here are symbolically echoed throughout

the score like the successive dropping of stones into the pool's
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unfathomable depths, which in turn creates the encircling and widening
ripples pursued in undulating arpeggios to the water’s edge and beyond.

There is no doubt as to the tremendous variety of shades treated
in this work.

In measures 9-11 we see where the chord progressions with

chromatic undertones give the effect of troubled yet drowsy opacity fol
lowed by light shimmers on the surface of the water.

Further on in mea

sures 16-19 we encounter a similar effect where the translucid pentaton
ism and consecutive fifths suggest a calm, clear surface followed by a
pronounced flicker of light.

Then, there is the immensely spread and

almost imperceptible reflectory surface ripple of measures 24-30.

Here

also (bar 25) the second motif enters supported by an A-flat pedal tone
which lends a deeper, third dimension to the superficial play of sun
light upon the water.

In bars 31 and 32 there is an unusually bright

flicker of light on the ripples.

Then, the ripples gradually die out—

suggested by the augmentation of the ternary motif, measure 35— and once
again as at the beginning the surface is peaceful.

The dropping quarter

notes of the opening theme are mirrored in diminution in the right hand
patterns; in the variant of the opening theme (measures 36-44) where the
arpeggios unfold the embellished melodic impression, this effect is even
more apparent.
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At measure 51, the second motif reenters:

It is heard in varied forms— as a whole or in fragments— in a larger
section which goes through measure 71.

Look, for example, at this second

thematic motif as it enters in the right hand (bar 51) and compare it
with its first statement back in measures 25-28.

It is now transposed;

it is in the upper registers; and it is varied rhythmically (in diminu
tion).

When heard again in bars 55-57, it is once more slightly varied

rhythmically.

In measures 58-64, we encounter a varied form of this

thematic motif repeated several times and subtly woven into a contra
puntal texture of crossing patterns.

We hear a motivic fragment in mea

sures 66-67 with the descending three-note pattern in augmentation.

The

mirrored imitations in augmentation are extended until there is a trans
formation of the second theme back into the first, whereupon the water's
surface returns to a calm transparency (see Figure 32).

There is a

vague hint of the former movement with the recall of the second theme
(end of measures 79-81).

From measure 82 on, as the agitation fades

even more completely, the ternary motif is reechoed like an image that
cannot be forgotten.
"Reflets dans l'eau" is another prime example of Debussy's tech
nique of motivic transformation.

Remember his desire to produce music

"consisting of one continuous motif which nothing interrupts and which
never turns back on itself."

Notice how both of the thematic themes
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Fig. 32.

Images I, "Reflets

dans l'eau," mm. 70-71.

used in this piece partake of the smaller dropping-three-note figure.
The contrapuntal texture of patterns superimposed, crossing each other,
complementing or supplementing each other in their delineations is so
free that repetition and transformation of this motivic fragment can
occur in an undulating and continuous manner.

By means of the transfor

mations of fascinating surface designs, Debussy charmingly evokes these
reflections on the water and allows for the free play of the imagination
in drawing parallels between this aspect of nature and the "dtat d'am§."
The prelude "Des pas sur la neige" is another of Debussy's numer
ous water pieces.

This one belongs to the darker side of Debussy's

character, for it deals with the stagnation of water.

But is Debussy

merely trying to depict a wintry landscape and the sense of faltering,
solitary footsteps as they are placed on

the crusty surface?

Or is his

intention that of a wider connotation than even the limitless horizons
of a snowbound landscape?

Jarocinski reminds us that nature plays only

a secondary role in Debussy's music, "It is only a pretext," he says, "a
canvas on which the artist weaves his dream" (Jarocinski 1966/1976, p.
153).

We certainly do see a definite connection in this stark piece

between Debussy's technical principles of composition and his aesthetic
principles.

Lockspeiser quotes Jankelevitch as saying:

. . the many
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dragging rhythms and pedals used by Debussy indicate a preoccupation in
his work with stagnation and particularly the stagnation of water"
(Lockspeiser 1965/1978, p. 234) .

If we will remember that to the Sym

bolist mind, the stagnation of water was symbolic of death, then we can
see how it is highly permissible to classify this desolate scene among
the "inner landscapes."
This piece is closely related both by poetic association and by
the musical material to an earlier setting of a text by Tristan L'Hermitte
(see Appendix A for L'Hermitte's poem, "La G r o t t e " ) N o t surprisingly
did this poem with its various Symbolist subject matters— "grotte sombre,"
the "Narcisse" theme, "l'eau qui sommeille"— attract Debussy.

The emo

tional message of the poem is one of anguish and regret, the anguish of
fear and stagnation.

The poetic message of the prelude "Des pas sur la

neige" is clearly the same as that of the poem by Tristan de L'Hermitte.
The indications by Debussy throughout the prelude show a definite con
nection:

"triste et lent," " . . .

fond de paysage triste et glace,"

"expressif et douloureux," "comme un tendre et triste regret," "morendo."
Notice the similarity in the tempo marking for "La Grotte":

"Trbslentet

trhs doux."
It is significant that Debussy uses similar musical material in
these two compositions.

In effect, Debussy has "translated" the emo

tional message of the two pieces, that of anguish and regret, into
rhythmic cells which have stagnant and death implications.

(See Figures

33 and 34 on the following page.)

^Debussy's setting of the poem was published in 1904 in the
collection Trois Chansons de France.
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Trca lcut et Ir is done

Fig. 33.

Trols Chansons de France, "La Grotte," mm. 1-2.

Fig. 34.

Preludes, Premier Livre, "Des pas surlaneige," mm. 1-3.

The static and hypnotic rhythm in "Des pas sur la neige" gives
us a vision of solitary footfalls, while the melodic line bears the
burden of depicting a lonely and despairing heart.

The two important

emotional climaxes (measures 23 and 30) are built by ascending wholetoned series, receding in descending minor thirds, and effectively
slurred by two's giving the effect of a sob-sigh of renunciation.

The

whole effect is similar to Verlaine's "En sourdine" in which the lovers
withdraw into nature and finally commit to nature (nightingale) the
expression of their despair.

How apt is the description of this prelude

as a "pasage d'un etat d'ame" which depicts "l'eau morte" and death'.

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

In the preceding chapters we observed the importance of litera
ture in Debussy's artistic formation.

The point was made that a great

majority of Debussy's works are either inspired by or provided with a
text.

Rafols counts fifty-nine songs including texts by such varied

literary figures as Banville, Bourget, De Lisle, Baudelaire, Verlaine,
Louys, D'Orleans, L'Hermitte, Villon and Mallarme.

He also lists works

of Debussy that are directly related to texts, or are in some way
inspired by literature, such as his orchestral Prelude inspired by
Mallarme's "L'Apr&s-midi d'un faune" and the piano prelude "Les sons
et les parfums tournent dans l'air du soir" inspired by Baudelaire's
"Harmonie du soir."

Many of the works Rafols mentions were only pro

jects (for example, Aphrodite, a projected setting of that novel by
Louys), but his listing does serve to point out the influence of litera
ture on Debussy.
Although he drew inspiration from certain writers outside the
Parisian Symbolist cenacle (Poe, Flaubert, Shakespeare), Debussy was
mostly influenced by the so-called Symbolist poets.

Debussy naturally

gravitated toward his literary contemporaries, for he saw that some of
the new literary principles could be applied to music.

The result of

his association with the Symbolist writers was a whole new aesthetic
approach to his music and the use of many innovative techniques as we
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saw in Chapter IV.

Thus, Debussy developed a distinctive, musical

language that was conditioned by the underlying poetic idea.
The piano with its evocative qualities lent itself beautifully
to experimentation with new principles of form based on contrasts of
register, sonority and fragmentary themes.

The motif is the generative

force in Debussy's music; all the elements of his musical language—
unresolved discords of nineteenth-century harmony, the whole-tone scale,
parallelism, the undulating melodic line, fluctuating rhythms— are
merged together and moulded into an unmistakably personal language
that allows for an uninhibited transformation of thematic symbols.
Since Debussy's music is so closely associated with literary ideas,
his technique of composition must be analyzed in that light.

He trans

lated the poetic idea into a musical idea, or aural image, and though
he invented many new musical symbols, he gave us no definite clue as
to their meaning.

Hence, the motif was able to remain enshrouded in

mystery, and the "harmonious dream" was thereby prolonged the way Debussy
desired.

The instrument more than any other that allowed Debussy

to suggest a mood was the evocative piano with its sonorities of illdefined duration and lingering vibrations.
Clearly, no other composer besides Debussy so closely realized
the ideals to which the writers of this period openly aspired.

Through

his use of certain Symbolist principles to accentuate and transfigure
his music, he opened a path for imaginative, non-descriptive mood settings
in music, as the Symbolist poets did in literature.

Nevertheless, with

all that the term "Symbolist" can imply toward Debussy, we believe it
best to respect his refusal to accept any "label."

Since Debussy came

into contact with all sorts of artistic movements and was sensitive
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and open to new ideas, influences from many varied sources can be
detected in his work.

The intent of this study was to point out one

source of inspiration that had great influence on Debussy.

Hence,

we will refrain from accepting an exclusively "pictorial" or "literary"
explanation of his music.

We would do well simply to remember that

Debussy's music is profoundly French.

Perhaps the two words which do

more than any other label to describe this great and sensitive musician
are the words he added to his ordinary signature on his last sonatas:
Claude Debussy, "musicien fran<jais."
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Beau Soir
Lorsque au soleil couchant les rivieres sont roses,
Et qu'un tiede frisson court sur les champs de ble,
Un conseil d'itre heureux semble sortir des choses
Et monter vers le coeur trouble.
Un conseil de gouter le charme d'etre au monde,
Cependant qu'on est jeune et que le soir est beau,
Car nous nous en allons come s'en va cette onde,
Elle a la mer, nous au tombeau.
Paul Bourget

Beautiful Evening
When, in the setting sun, the streams are rosy,
And when a warm breeze floats over the fields of grain,
A counsel to be happy seems to emanate from all things
And rise toward the troubled heart;
An advice to enjoy the pleasure of being alive,
While one is young and the evening is beautiful,
For we shall go as this wave goes,—
It, to the sea; we, to the grave.
Paul Bourget
Moonlight
Your soul is a chosen landscape
Where charming masqueraders and dancers are promenading,
Playing the lute and dancing, and almost
Sad beneath their fantastic disguises,
While singing in the minor key
Of triumphant love, and the pleasant life.
They seem not to believe in their happiness,
And their song blends with the moonlight,
The quiet moonlight, sad and lovely,
Which sets the birds in the trees adreaming,
And makes the fountains sob with ecstacy,
The tall slim fountains among the marble statues.
Verlaine
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Muted
Serene in the twilight
Created by the high branches,
Let our love be imbued
With this profound silence.
Let us blend our souls, our hearts,
And our enraptured senses,
Amidst the faint languor
Of the pines and arbutus.
Half-close your eyes,
Cross your arms on your breast,
And from your weary heart
Drive away forever all plans.
Let us surrender
To the soft and rocking breath
Which comes to your feet and ripples
The waves of the russet lawn.
And when, solemnly, the night
Shall descend from the black oaks,
The nightingale, shall sing.
Verlaine

Evening Harmony
Now comes that time when, trembling on its stem,
Each flower exhales fragrance like a censer!
The sounds and perfumes whirl in the evening air,
A melancholy waltz and a languorous intoxication.
Each flower exhales fragrance like a censer,
The violin vibrates like a heart in distress,
A melancholy waltz and a languorous intoxication,
The sky is sad and beautiful, like a great altar;
The violin vibrates like a heart in distress,
A tender heart, which abhors the vast and somber void!
The sky is sad and beautiful, like a great altar,
The sun has drowned in its own blood, which is congealing
A tender heart, which abhors the vast and somber void,
Recalls all memories of the luminous past.
The sun has drowned in its own blood, which is congealing
My memory of you shines like a monstrance.
Baudelaire
Introspection
Be wise, oh my sorrow, and behave more calmly;
You wished for the evening; it descends, it is here!
A dark haze envelopes the city,
Bringing to some peace, to others anxiety.
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While the base multitude of mortals,
Under the whip of Pleasure, that merciless executioner,
Will suffer the pangs of remorse at the lowly feast,
Sorrow of mine, give me your hand,
Come hither, far away from them.
See the dead years leaning
Over the balconies of heaven, in faded garments.
See scornfully smiling Regret emerge from the depths of the waters,
The dying sun going to sleep beneath an arch;
And, like a long shroud trailing towards the East,
Hear, my beloved, hear the gentle night approaching.
Baudelaire

Tears Fall in My Heart
Tears fall in my heart
Like the rain upon the city.
What is this languor
That penetrates my heart?
Oh, gentle sound of the rain,
On the ground and on the roofs!
For a heart that is weary,
Oh, the sound of the rain!
Tears fall without reason
In this anguished heart.
What! No betrayal?
This mourning has no reason.
This is truly the keenest pain,
To know not why,
Without either love or hate,
My heart bears so much pain.
Verlaine

La Grotte
Aupres de cette grotte sombre
Ou l'on respire air si doux,
L ’onde lutte avec les cailloux
Et la lumiere avecque 1'ombre.
Ces flots, lasses de 1'exercise
Qu'ils ont fait dessus de gravier,
Se reposent dans ce rivier
Ou mouret autrefois Narcisse...
L'ombre de cette fleur vermeille
Et celle de ces joncs pendants
Paraissent estre la dedans
Les songes de l'eau qui sommeille.
Tristan L'Hermitte
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The Grotto
Near this somber grotto
Where one inhales the pure air,
The stream struggles with the pebbles
And the light with shadow.
There currents, tired of the exercise
Which they have performed beneath the gravel
Are resting in this brook,
Where once upon a time Narcissus died. . .
The shadow of this red flower
And of those hanging jonquils
Seems to float deep within there,
The dreams of waters that slumber.
Note:

The preceding poems were taken from Debussy, 43 Songs for Voice
and Piano, New York: International Music Company, 1961. English
translations by Edith Braun, Waldo Lyman, and Kay Maunsbach.
The Azure-blue (last two stanzas)
(Translation by Paul J. Schwartz)

In vain! The azure-blue triumphs, and I hear it singing
In the bells. My soul, it turns itself into a voice
To frighten us more with its evil victory,
And comes out of the living metal in blue calls to prayer!
It rolls through the mist, ancient and pierces
Your native agony, like a sure sword;
Where can I flee in my useless and perverse revolt?
I am haunted. Azure! Azure! Azure!
The Afternoon of a Faun
(Translation of Mallarme's poem by Alex Cohen)
I WOULD eternalize those nymphs.
Their rosy
Blooms so light, it floats on the air drowsy
With tufted sleep.
Loved I a dream?
The mound
Of my dark doubt by subtle boughs is crowned,
That, palpable remaining trees, alas,
Bear witness my imagined triumph was
Delusion that the roses feigned for me.
Now think...
Suppose those girls thou speak’st of be
Desires that from thy fabulous senses rise!
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The figment, faun, wells from the chaste blue eyes
Of the first, cold as weeping springs: yet she,
The other one, all sighs, can she but by
The breeze in thy fleece— the breath of a sultry noon?
Ah no! amid the weary, hot, still swoon
Choking the cool of the barely struggling breeze
No water murmurs save what dews the trees
In a shower of fluted notes. The only wind
Is the puff from my twin-pipes before the sound
Scatters in arid rain, except that on
The far unruffled skyline can be seen
The visible calm breath of artifice
— Of the inspiration that regains the skies.
Calm lakeside pillaged by my vanity,
That moves Sicilian suns to envy me,
Shore silent now under flowering sparks, TELL HOW
I here was cutting hollow reeds t'endow
With genius; when, where distant vines enfold
The wreathed fountains 'mid the green and gold,
A living whiteness, wave-like, idly stirred:
How, when the first slow notes I piped were heard,
The swans, no! naiads, dived or flew away....
The still noon fiercely flames, and naught could say
How that great rout of Hymen fled from me,
Who seek the A to pitch my melody.
Let me be one of you for artlessness.
Unlike that furtive sweet naught of a kiss
— That token traitor-love breathes, to assure—
Though proof I've none, mysteriously here
My bitten breast attests a kiss divine;
But stay! such secrets must be told by mine
Elected confidant, who, 'neath the Blue,
— Great double reed— turns care to song, and who
In lingering arabesques dreams of amusing
The beauty hereabout by falsely confusing
Its charm with the illusion song creates:
At just the height to which love modulates,
Pursuing them with veiled eyes, I'd expunge
The common dream of flank and back, to change
It to a monotone of sounding line.
Essy, then, instrument of flight— malign
Syrinx— to bloom again beside our lake!
Proud of my fame, of goddesses I'll talk
And picture them profanely, letting fall
The girdle from their shadowy shapes withal;
Thus, when the radiance of the grape I drain,
To cheat regret I fill the globes again,
Laughingly puffing the empty grape-skins tight,
Then gazing through the glowing speres till night,
Athirst for drunkenness and ectasies.
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0 nymphs, recall with me remembered bliss!
— 'Piercing the reeds, mine eye speared each immortal
Bosom slaking its burning in the waters,
Crying that wildness to the forest sky;
In a shimmer of rays, a shudder of jewelry,
The glittering glory of their hair has gone.
I run, when, at my feet I see enlaced
Two girls, each in the other's arms embraced,
Both wounded by the pain of not being one.
I seize but part them not, then haste away
To the rosebank that the playful shadows shun,
Where the sun drains perfume, where our joy too may
Be sun-drunk, like the rosy, dying day.'
1 love thee, virgin wrath, 0 sacred bliss
Of the naked burdens shrinking from the kiss
Of my lips on fire that thrill like a lightning flash
As they drink the secret terror of the flesh!
From the cruel one's feet to the timid heart of the other
It flies, and both lose innocence together,
With wild tears wet or some less dolorous dew.
'My crime is this, that, gay as I quelled their fears,
The tangled skein of kisses I unwound
That gods about the guileless pair had bound.
By a finger I held the smaller of the twain
So that her sister's quickened sense might stain
Her swan's unblushing purity: but when
I bent to hide my burning laughter in
The happy bosom of the elder one,
Lo! 'twas as though some vague death had undone
The prison of my drunken arms. My prey,
Ingrate, deaf to my sobbing, slipped away.'
No matter! others will drag me to caresses,
Binding my horns with bonds of amorous tresses.
Desire, thou knowest that to slake the thirst
Of murmuring bees the pomengranates will burst
Their ripe and purple fruit; and that our blood,
In love with all that seeks it, is in flood
For all the everlasting swarms of passion.
At evening, when this wood grows gold and ashen,
The dying leafage blazes festively.
'Tis then, 0 Etna, Venus visits thee,
Come forth as is her wont from her retreat,
To tread thy lava with her artless feet
When thy flames die in slumbrous thunder, spent.
I hold the goddess!
0 sure chastisement!...
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But, quelled at length by conquering, silent noon,
My wordless soul and heavy body swoon:
On thirsty sand be now my sin in sleep's
Oblivion stilled; I'd drink with ravished lips
Dream's starry wine.
Farewell; I go to see,
0 Nymphs, the shades that ye already be.
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PERSONALIA

Bailly, Edmond (born 1878), ran a publishing house and bookshop
(Librarie de l'Art Independendante) which was frequented by
many in the Symbolist cenacle. Bailly published Debussy's
Cinq Poemes de Baudelaire and his cantata La Damoiselle glue.
Banville, Theodore de (1823-91), prominent Parnassian poet, a friend
and precursor of Mallarmg who encouraged both Mallarme and
Verlaine to develop their musical imagery. Debussy was influenced
by his work (set "Nuit d'Etoiles" in 1876, "Zephyr" in 1881,
worked on a setting of Banville's play Diane au bois during his
stay in Rome).
Baron, Emile, Parisian bookseller who corresponded with Debussy during
his stay in Rome and sent him various books and periodicals
which pertained in particular to the Symbolist movement.
Bourget, Paul (1852-1935), poet and novelist whom Debussy knew person
ally. Several of his poems are set to music by Debussy ("Beau
soir," 1876; "Voici que le Printemps," 1880; "Paysage sentimen
tal," 1883; "Romance" and "Les cloches," 1891).
Degas, Edgar (1834-1917), Impressionist painter who shifted the artist's
points of view by presenting the world at surprising angles.
Dujardin, Edouard (born 1861), became editor of the famous literary
and artistic magazine, La Revue Independante in 1886, also
edited La Revue Wagnerienne from 1885-88.
Durand, Emile, harmony teacher at the Conservatoire.
Flaubert, Gustave (1821-1880), French writer of realistic novels, one
of Debussy's favorite prose writers.
Gauguin, Paul (1848-1903), painter
With Gauguin color acquired
which invades his paintings
Nouveau. He championed the

associated with the Impresionists.
its independence. The arabesque
announced the beginnings of Art
idea of the noble savage.

Ghil, Rene (1862-1925), one of the chief theoreticians of the Symbolist
movement who envisioned a system of verbal instrumentation which
would enable the poet to scientifically "orchestrate" his poem.
He had an important influence on Mallarme.
Gide, Andre (1869-1951), writer within the Symbolist cenacle. In his work
Le Voyage d'Urien he is preoccupied with concepts of the dream.
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Godet, Robert (1866-1950), writer of Swiss nationality, author of an
important study of the historical background of the characters
in Moussorgsky's Boris Godounov. Debussy's lifelong friend.
Guirand, Ernest (1837-92).
Conservatoire.

Debussy's teacher of composition at the

Huysmans, Joris-Karl (1848-1904), wrote a novel A rebours (1884) which
illustrates the decadent spirit at the time.
Kahn, Gustave, assumed direction of the important Symbolist magazine
La Vogue in 1885. His collection of poems, Les Palais nomades
(1887), shows a return to an accentuated verse pattern as well
as an exploration of new metrical combinations.
Laforgue, Jules (1860-87), a Symbolist poet whose writings are character
ized by ironic thought and masterly treatment of "ennui." Accord
ing to Lockspeiser the influence of Laforgue is seen in Debussy's
"Proses Lyriques."
Lavignac, Albert (1846-1916), Debussy's teacher of solfege at the Con
servatoire, editor of the Encyclopedie de la musique et dictionnaire du Conservatoire.
Leconte de Lisle, Charles (1818-1894), forerunner to the Symbolist
school in much the same way that Baudelaire was. In his poetry
there was an attempt to reconstruct the Greek age, to emulate
its ideals and revive its exoticism. He wrote Po£mes Antiques:
Chansons Ecossaises, "La fille aux cheveux de lin" from this
collection is the subject of both Debussy's early song and his
piano prelude.
Louys, Pierre (1870-1925), poet associated with the Symbolist movement
who experienced a long and intimate relationship with Debussy.
Chansons de Bilitis is a set of three prose poems in which Louys
presents a world of pagan hedonism and voluptuous delight. With
his setting of these poems, Debussy creates an atmosphere of
sensuality and passion in keeping with the lyrics.
Maeterlinck, Maurice (1862-1949), Belgian playwright who was strongly
associated with the Symbolist movement. His symbolist play,
Pelleas et Melisande, was set as an opera by Debussy.
Marmontel, Antoine (1816-98), Debussy's piano teacher at the Conserva
toire .
Mendes, Catulle (1841-1909), Parnassian poet; Rodrigue et Chim^ne is
Debussy's incompleted opera on a libretto by Mendes.
Merrill, Stuart, American poet who desired to introduce into French
poetry the euphony of English verse.
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Monet, Claude (1840-1926), head of a group of painters— Impressionists—
who were especially interested in rendering the fleeting impres
sion of reality as perceived during a certain time of the day.
Mor^as, Jean (1856-1910), Symbolist poet and theoretician (Greek by
nationality), advocated a return to Medieval verse forms and
also the use of irregular verse length.
Moreau, Gustave (1826-1898), French Symbolist painter whose works exhibit
at an early date many of the characteristics of the Symbolist
movement.
Morice, Charles, a leading theoretician of the Symbolist movement.
Mourey, Gabriel (born 1865), friend of Debussy who was a poet, novelist,
playwright, translator (translated into French the complete
poems of Poe as well as some of the Poems and Ballads of Swinburne),
and critic of literature and painting.
Peter, Rene, a young playwright whom Debussy tutored in drama and who
became a good friend of Debussy. Debussy wrote Berceuse for
Peter's Tragedie de la Mort.
Poe, Edgar (1809-49), American writer whose ideas had far-reaching
influences on Debussy. Although the results were never materialized,
Debussy's admiration for Poe is seen in his attempt to set to
music two of his works: The Fall of the House of Usher and
The Devil in the Belfry. Poe's ideas on the nature of music were
known to Debussy; he felt that indefiniteness is an element of
true music.
Proust, Marcel (1871-1922), French novelist not within the Symbolist
cenacle as such, but was influenced by certain ideas of Baudelaire
and Mallarme. He was also acquainted with Debussy.
Redon, Odilon (1840-1916), a Symbolist painter who, although his work
stemmed from reality, allowed his dream to invade his paintings.
Regnier, Henri de (1864-1936), French poet associated with the Symbolist
movement who was a friend of Debussy. Debussy's Nocturnes for
orchestra were inspired by Regnier's Trois scenes au crepuscule,
a series of ten poems from his Poemes anciens et romanesques.
Renan, Ernest (1823-1892), wrote Vie de Jesus, was a frequent visitor
at the Chat Noir.
Renoir, Pierre-Auguste (1841-1919), painter of the Impressionist school
whose figures are blended into a hazy and indefinite reality.
Rimbaud, Arthur (1854-91), came to be associated with the Symbolist
movement through his personal relationship with Verlaine. Les
Illuminations was published in 1886 in La Vogue
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Schopenhauer, Artur (1788-1860), the distinguished German philosopher
at the beginning of the nineteenth century whose ideas did
much to cultivate the aesthetic climate after 1870.
Sivry, Charles de, son of Madame Maute, who had a role in the circum
stances leading to Debussy's piano study with Madame Maut£.
He played piano at the Chat Noir.
Swinburne, Charles (died 1909), Anglo-Saxon poet whose sensuous
lyricism influenced many French poets of the time— Bourget,
Verlaine, Mallarm£, Henri de R&gnier— as well as Debussy.
Valery, Paul (1871-1945), one of the poets who sat under Mallarme in
the Rue de Rome. He envied the power of music to make heard
sounds abstract and viewed poetry as a series of intellectual
strategies by which natural objects are rendered abstract
("Reprendre h la musique son bien").
Viel6-Griffin, American poet who wrote prolifically in variable metric
forms and demonstrated remarkable use of the French language.
Villiers de L'Isle-Adam (1840-1889), a writer within the Symbolist
cenacle. Debussy wrote incidental music for a scene of his
play Axel.
Whistler, James Abbott McNeill (1834-1903), born in Massachusetts,
went to Paris in 1855 to study painting. Japanese painting
had a strong influence on Whistler.
Wyzewa, Theodore de (1862-1917), French writer of Polish origin who
helped to found La Revue Wagnerienne. Wrote articles for La
Revue Independante and La Vogue.
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